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House panel
recommends
early primary

i i o i
Welru OClenCe
Lou Anne Reich and Doug Richmond, both freshman biology

"*■" News/Gayle Hammon
majors, standardize solutions by mixing two substances, in Honors
Chemistry 135.

COLUMBUS (AP) - A House
committee yesterday unanimously recommended a Senateapproved bill designed to give
Ohio and other Midwestern
states more clout in nominating
the 1968 presidential candidates.
The proposal, which could be
sent to Gov. Richard Celeste
when the Legislature returns
from its fall recess, would make
Ohio's presidential primary
election coincide with that of
Illinois on the third Tuesday of
March.
Minnesota already has its
presidential caucuses on that
day, and Secretary of State
Sherrod Brown indicated that
Indiana may be willing to hold
its primary on the same date.
'Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota
and Ohio would result in a solid
base to build upon and make
easier the expansion of the concept (of a midwest primary) to
other states in the region," said
Brown, who urged the House
Elections Committee to act favorably.

Sen. Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, the bill's chief sponsor,
Eiredicted that passage would
ouch off "a bandwagon" of Midwestern states eager to match
the efforts of 13 southern states
which plan a regional primary
in March 1988.
DEMOCRAT BROWN, Aronoff and other backers contend
that a Midwestern "Super Tuesday" will force the presidential
contenders to pay more attention to the needs of the region
and make them more likely to
respond to those needs if
elected.
- They also say that under the
current system, the early presidential caucus in Iowa and the
leadoff primary in New Hampshire have required the candidates to focus an inordinate
amount of attention and resources on those states in a bid
for front-runner image in the
ensuing primaries.
Ohio's primary is on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday
in in May.

Drug testing lawsuit University drug problem
filed by federal union below national average
WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal employees'
union filed suit Tuesday to block President Reagan's order instituting widespread drug tests for
government workers, and the chairman of a
House panel introduced legislation to override the
order.
The National Treasury Employees Union
charged in its suit filed in U.S. District Court here
that the executive order Reagan signed Monday
establishing the test program violates the Constitution's Fourth Amendment protection against
unreasonable search and seizure.
The suit also charges that the executive order
violates the Civil Service Reform Act in permitting agency heads to remove or discipline employees, including those in non-sensitive positions, who
have been found to use illegal drugs.
In a request to Congress for amendments to the
civil service law and another statute, the White
House acknowledged that the courts may rule as
illegal any disciplinary action taken under Reagan's directive.
"Parts of the executive order obviously cannot
be put into effect until the enabling legislation is
passed," Albert Brashear, a White House spokesman, said Tuesday.
IN THE package sent to Congress, Reagan
asked for an amendment to the civil service law
clarifying that it does not "permit or require the
employment of an applicant or employee who uses
illegal drugs."
"Absent this change," the White House said, "a
drug-using employee might attempt to argue that
his off-duty drug use has no nexus or relationship
to the performance on the job."

The law, as interpreted by courts, now allows
disciplinary action against civil service workers
only ''for such cause as will promote the efficiency
of the service."
Without a showing that drug use at home affects
an employee's work, the union contended in its
suit, disciplinary action is "prohibited personnel
practice" under the current law.
Meanwhile, Rep. Gary Ackerman, chairman of
a House Post Office and Civil Service subcommittee on human resources, introduced legislation
limiting drug testing to only those cases where
there is reason to believe it is affecting an employee's job performance.
"THE SIMPLE truth is that there is no evidence
of drug abuse among federal workers," Ackerman said, calling the administration's demands
for drug tests an "hysteria ... much like the
loyalty oaths of the 1950s."
Rep. Patricia Schroder, D-Colo., who heads the
House civil service subcommittee, said more than
1.3 million of the government's 2.8 million civilian
workers could fall within the administration's
criteria of holding sensitive jobs and thus be
subjected to the mandatory tests.
Calling Reagan's order a public relations stunt
and a "dumb idea," she estimated that testing all
of them and trying to fire those who refuse to take
the test or test positive will cost more than $300
million instead of the $56 million that the White
House says the program will cost.
'Tor that amount of money," Ms. Schroeder
said, "we could nearly double the size of the Drug
Enforcement Administration or hire another 10,000 law enforcement agents."

by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Students at the University appear to have less of a problem
with drugs than college students
nationwide, University officials
said.
University officials agree that
alcohol is the primary drug
abused by students at the University, although other drugs
are also abused.
"There's always going to be a
major problem with drugs, but
the major problem I see is alcohol," William Lanning, director
of residence management, said.
Bill Bess, director of Public
Safety, said reported incidents
of abuse of drugs other than
alcohol are low in number and
also low compared to other college campuses.
"We don't have a large number of cases of drug abuse reported to our officers," Bess
said. "But that doesn't mean
we're closing our eyes to any
problems either."
Betty Yams, alcohol and drug
abuse counselor at the University Counseling and Career Developement Center, said she
sees students with drug problems at the center, but alcohol

problems outweigh other drug
problems. Because of the way
tier office keeps records. Yams
said she had no available statistics on measuring the drug problem at the University.
THE MOST commonly abused
drugs other than alcohol at the
University are marijuana and
cocaine, Pearl Wotschak, counselor at the Wood County Council on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse, said.
"I would say that other than
alcohol, marijuana abuse is the
major drug abused, while we
have been seeing an increase in
students using cocaine," Wotschak said.
She said students are less willing to talk about cocaine in counseling. Wotschak said many
students are referred to her
agency after they have been
charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol or drugs.
Then, other drug problems are
sometimes found, Wotschak
said.
Jim Sartain, director of counseling at The Link, a Wood
County 24-hour crisis and referral center, said his office has
found a marked decrease in
drug abuse among University
students in the last two years.

Our 'fair' lady realizes dream

Ohio 6
under
repair

University freshman selected 'Queen of Queens'
by Jerry Yametsky
staff reporter

Ohio State Fair Queen Joyce
Scott said she never envisioned
herself in the position of having
her dream come true.
"No, I really didn't believe it
when I was chosen," the University freshman said. "In fact,
when my 4-H club needed a
representative, I was the only
one eligible besides my little
sister."
All the glamor and the work of
the person who, in essence, represents the state of Ohio, will
now fall upon Scott. Parades,
conventions and fairs will be
part of her schedule since she
was crowned this year's fair
queen in the Queen of Queens
contest at the fair, in Columbus
on Aug. 17.
Scott is now a paid employee
of the Ohio State Fair. She represents the fair and will appear
all 17 days of next year's fair.
The long trail toward becoming the queen started about
three months ago when Scott
became the Wood County Junior
Fair Queen.
"Going through the Queen's
contest Is like going through a
series of job interviews. Even if

you don't get it (winning the
contest) it's good experience,"
Scott said.
The purpose of the contest was
to pick someone to represent the
state fair and the state to businesses and anything dealing
with the fair, she said. The job
involves a lot of public relations
work, a career in which she is
interested.
"THEY NEEDED someone to
visually represent the fair," she
said, "It just comes down to
what the judges are looking
for."
Scott said she felt comfortable
appearing before the hundreds
of people at the contest finals.
"I love being in front of people," she said. "The bigger the
crowds, the better."
Despite holding such a prestigious title, it isn't all cheers and
applause, as Scott found out
when she and last year's queen
had to appear before thousands
of people to introduce the rock
group The Jets.
"Well, she (last year's queen)
went out there first and got
booed," Scott said. "Then I went
out there and got booed. But
when I introduced the band they
clapped, because the band was

coming on."
Being queen, she found, presents her with the advantage of
meeting a lot of people. She met
last year's Miss America, Susan
Akin, and will meet Kellye Cash.
She has also been introduced to
Gov. Richard Celeste and his
wife Dagmar. Scott said she was
especially excited about meeting the lead singer of the musical group Mr. Mister, who did a
concert at the fair.
SCOTT HAS been a member of
Future Farmers of America for
four years. While at Otsego High
School, the Tontogany native
won first place in the FFA Prepared Public Speaking Contest
at the county, district, state and
tri-state levels. She was gold
rated and won second place in
the regional contest. She has
also received the state FFA deree and was selected the state
FA secretary for
198647.
She will reign as queen almost
to the end ofthe 1987 Ohio State
Fair, but said no beauty contests
are in her future.
"I don't have the talent for a
beauty contest," Scott said Jokingly. "Now, I just want to try
and make it through school."

In using data for the first half
of 1984 and 1988, Sartain said
drug-related calls dropped from
176 for January through June of
1984 to 117 calls in the first half
of 1986.
He said females calling The
Link for drug-related problems
outnumbered males by 39 percent in 1984, while 71 percent of
1986 direct callers were female,
and 26 percent male. Sartain
said the rest of the drug-related
calls were made to The Link by
other human resource agencies.
HE SAID 11.8 percent of drug
calls came from students in
1964, while students made up 15
percent of calls related to drug
problems in 1986.
In 1964, 55 of the drug-abuse
callers were identified as students, compared to 40 students
in 1986.
Sartain said there is no foolproof way to determine how
many calls came from students,
since The Link does not require
identification from callers.
"Since 1975 there has been a
steady decrease in drug use in
the population," Sartain said.
"This is due to changes in norms
of society that make drug use
unacceptable as means for acceptance or experimentation."
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Joyce Scott

After months of wear and
tear from motor vehicles and
harsh weather, Ohio 6 is getting a rest area and a repavingjob.
Travelers in the eastbound
lane of Ohio 6 will be delayed
because the road is being
repaved.
Richard Randolph, district
construction engineer for the
Ohio Department of Transportation, said repaying work
on 6.6 miles of Ohio 6 will
continue until the end of the
month.
Randolph said a rest area
with toilet facUities will be
built west of Fremont, south
of Ohio 53.
Herb Berman maintenance engineer lor ODOT
said be makes a listing of
roads that need servicing a
year in advance to evaluate
the condition of the roads and
to contract the jobs.
Berman said the surface on
Ohio 6 was very deteriorated
and full of cracks. He added
there will be no detours and
said delays will be rriinimal.

Editorial
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Big girls don't cry
She was robbed?
A person may be robbed of a wallet, a gold
watch, or even a television set, but robbed of the
Miss America crown? This woman can't be serious.
Mary Zilba, 22, a Toledo area native who was
Ohio's representative to the Miss America pageant
last weekend, charged Tuesday she was "robbed of
her rightful place" as one the 10 finalists in the
contest.
Miss Ohio chimed in with her complaints after
Miss Florida, Molly Pesce, said the eventual pageant winner received the title because she fit the
"country" image the judges were apparently seeking.
By participating in a competition such as the
Miss America pageant, Miss Ohio willingly permitted herself to be evaluated by others. Therefore,
she has little reason to pout because the decision of
the judges did not go her way.
Zilba did not even come close to winning the
pageant, so no "crime" was committed, because
she cannot be robbed of something she doesn't
possess.
In fact, the contest judges made an appropriate
decision by not choosing her as a finalist. It's
entirely possible that Miss Ohio did not win because
the contestants were not judged for childishness,
arrogance, and pomposity.
It's also possible that the choice was not a
question of a lack of talent or ability. Maybe it was
simply an absence of maturity.
"I brought the house down with my singing," she
was quoted as saying. "It could be (the judges)
didn't want to put me on the same stage as Kellye
(eventual pageant winner Kellye Cash) on national
network television."
Based on her disparaging remarks following the
contest, Zilba does not deserve to be on stage at all.
Instead, she should be composing her letter of
apology to pageant officials.

Stand up and be quiet
by Mike Royko
While Mike Royko is on vacation, we are reprinting some of
his favorite columns from the
past.
Both teams were on the field.
The crowd stood for the singing
of the National Anthem.
Everybody except one man.
He just sat and studied his program.
The band began playing. The
singing was led by a TV star who
had been up all night drinking
gin. Ten jets swooped over the
stadium. Fifty majorettes thrust
out their chests.
The one man stayed in his seat
and looked at his program.
Somebody gave him a nudge.
He ignored it.
"Stand up," somebody else
hissed.
"I'll stand for the kickoff," the
man said.
Another man glared at him.
"Why don't you stand and
sine?"
"I don't believe in it," he said.
The other man gasped. "You
don't believe in the National
Anthem?"
"I don't believe in singing it at
commercial events. I wouldn't
sing it in a nightclub, or in a
gambling casino, and I won't
sing it at a footall game."
A man behind him said:
"What are you, a damn radical?"
He shook his head. "I'm not a
stadium patriot."
"I'll make you stand up," a
husky man said, seizing his
fleece collar.
They scuffled and struck each
other with their programs.
Somebody dropped a nip flask.

A word to the why's
by Tim Snook
My son asked me "why?" the
other day.
I told him "just because." But
I think I know where he's coming from. I am new to this place.
And I've got a few questions
myself.
why is there a P.A. speaker in
one of the bells in the tower east
of the education building?
Fishy, indeed! What exactly is it
that we hear every hour on the
hour?
Why is the administration
building the highest one on campus? Kind of makes you think,
doesn't it?
Why did it take me four weeks
to find the tree on the lawn in
front of Williams Hall, the very
best tree on this entire campus
for sitting under and doing absolutely nothing?
Why do I wonder what the
picture would look like after
someone attached a road-painting mechanism to my back and I
walked my normal route about
campus?
Why do I find myself every
morning skimming over everything here in the BG News except Bloom County and the
classifieds?
Why do people call Bloom
County, Opus? Does this raise
the possibility of cartoon spinoffs?
Why do I think a fast-motion
film taken outside of the education building would be so funny?
Why, at the beginning of the
semester, did I get upset while
standing for over two hours in
the drop/add line?
Why was it that when I finally
sat down and handed the lady a
list of five classes she just

looked at me and grinned?
These are facts of life, son.
Why are there so many goodlooking women on this campus?
Do they realize what sort of
shortage this creates at other
schools, notably Findlay College, the school I previously
attended?
Why don't I trust the temporary wooden supports that are
holding up the ramp entrance to
Jerome Library?
Why don't I understand what
that big slab of imprinted cement means on the front of Jerome Library?
Why do I wonder why they
didn't just drape it in Christaupink nylon?
Why is the roof-lounge area on
top of Jerome first floor slowly
nearing completion as students
slowly are adding more layers of
clothing and slowly losing any
desire to be outside?
Why is the courtyard outside
of the Off-Campus Student Center lounge going to be finished
just about the time a warm butt
tends to stick to cold metal?
Why is it that when I am
sitting in class and could fall
asleep, I can't, but when I go
outside on the lawn, I can fall
asleep, but won't?
Why do bugs and crawlies find
my arm so interesting when I do
manage to dose off while laying
on said lawn?
Why can some people stuff a
day's worth of books into one of
those tiny knapsacks while my
gymbag-type Is pushing IS
pounds and is splitting at the
seams?
Why can't I figure out where
all the thousands of daily issues
of the BG News blow away to?
Are they all wind-plastered up
against some mammoth wall out
in a Steven King corn field?
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Or maybe a sneaky little baglady/man feels the continual
need for fresh sheets on her/his
park bench?
Why do all the people who
walk around with their hands in
their pockets have smiles on
their faces?
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A policeman pushed through.
"What's going on here. Break it
up."
People yelled. "He insulted
the flag... .He refused to stand.
... He s a radical.... Sit down,
I can't see the girls."
The policeman said: "Why
wouldn t you stand?"
"Not at a football game," the
man said.
"Hear that?" someone yelled,
shaking a fist.
"Let's go, fella," the policeman said, leading him away.
He was fined $25 for disorderly
conduct, and the judge lectured
him on his duties as a citizen.
The next week he had a better
seat for the Stupendous Bowl
game.
Both teams took the field and
the crowd rose for the National
Anthem. They were led in song
by a country music star who had
been up all night playing dice. A
dozen jet bombers flew over.
Sixty majorettes thrust out their
chests.
This time the man rose wtih
everyone else, and he sang. He
sang as loud as he could, in an
ear-splitting voice that could be
heard 20 rows in any direction.
A few people turned and
looked at him as if he were odd.

When the song reached "the
land of the free" his voice
cracked, but he shrieked out the
high note.
Then it was over, everyone
applauded, yelled "Kill 'em,"
and "Murder 'em," and "Belt
'em," and sat down to await the
opening kickoff.
Everyone but the one man. He
remained on his feet and began
slowly singing the second stanza
in his loud voice.
People stared at him. But then
they jumped up and cheered as
the ball was kicked off and run
back.
When they sat down, the man
was still standing and singing.
He paused for a moment, took
a deep breath, and started the
third stanza.
"Hey, that's enough," someone yelled.
"Yeah, sit down, I can't see
through you," said somebody
else.
He kept singing. People called
out:
"Knock it off."
"What's wrong with him?"
"I can't see."
The game was under way.
Three plays were run while he
sang the third verse.
Everyone around him was becoming upset. People stood and
shook their fists. Somebody
threw a hot dog wrapper.
An usher asked him to take his
seat. He shook his head and
began the fourth stanza as a
touchdown was scored.
The people behind him were
outraged. "I coudln't see that
because of you. ... Make him

sit down. ... He must be crazy.
... He's a radical."
He went on singing.
Somebody grabbed his shoulders and tried to push him into
his seat. They scuffled and
swung their programs. Somebody dropped a hip flask. The
man struggled to his feet, still
howling the fourth stanza.
A policeman pushed through.
"What's going on? Break it up."
"He won't sit down," someone
yelled. "He won't stop singing,"
someone else yelled. "He^tryal: to start a riot. He's a radi"Let's go, fella," the policeman said, leading him away
as he finished the final stanza,
holding the note as long as he
could.
The judge fined him $25 for
disorderly conduct, and warned
him about not shouting in a
crowded theater.
The next week he went to the
Amazing Bowl. The crowd was
led in singing the National Anthem by a rock star who had
been up all night with three
groupies. A squadron of dive
bombers flew between the goal
posts.
He stood with everyone else.
As the music played, he moved
his lips because he was chewing
peanuts, and he stared at the
chest of a majorette. Then he sat
down with everyone else.
The man in the next seat offered him a sip from his flask.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

MISS OHIO, MARY ZILBA,
SEErS THE COrfFDrTT ANP
SOLACE OF HER ROOM
AFTER HER LOSS IN
Tflg MISS AMERICA
PAGEANT—

Why did I choose to walk up
eight floors of stairs instead of
taking the elevator in Jerome
Library? Adventure? Why did I
try to eat my lunch in a study
carrel? Why couldn't I have
foreseen the implications of eating Ruffles at low-volume?
Why, when I went down to the
snack bar to finish, did I still
have the urge to munch quietly
so as not to disturb the studious?
And why is everyone so quiet
down there? Do these things
change as the semester wears
on?
Why did I pay 35 cents for a
tea bag in the University Union
when I could've brought my own
and enjoyed a select blend of
Upton's finest leaves and weeds
forjust pennies?
why has it taken me over four
years of schooling to figure out
that what I thought I wanted to
do with my life isn't actually
what I want to do with my life?
Why, after four years, can't I
figure out what I want to do with
my life?
Why do I worry? Most people
don't end up in a major-related
job, anyway.
Why is this place so crimefree, anti-controversial and conservative? Ipso facto, why is
there such a marked lack of
power-hungry Young Republicans to fill a few student senate
positions? Wake up! There is
power to be had out there! (No
offense, gentlepeople.)
Why, I ask myself, does no one
whistle while they walk around
here?
Why. I ask myself, is the Bursar called the Bursar?
Why does the world need another joker who thinks he's Andy
Rooney?
Why did I write this instead of
reading my American Literature?
Snook, a student doing postduate work in journalism, is
Willard.
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"What's wrong?" people
shouted from a few rows away.
"A radical insulted the anthem," someone yelled.
"I did not," the man yelled. "I
will not be a stadium patriot."
"He says he's not a patriot,"
someone else roared, swinging a
punch.

•£6News86

Fighting crime, violence
by Sen. Paul Simon
What can be done about the problem of crime
and violence in our society?
There are three immediate steps, among others,
that would help: First, get the television networks
to reduce the rising rate of violence on television
that clearly has an impact on many people;
second, fewer speeches and more sensible action
on the drtuj problem: third, change our laws state laws In particular - that permit people to
walk the streets after being convicted of crimes of
violence while they appeal.
On the last point, here is a good example of what
has been happening. Walter Otis Lane, 27, was
returned to the Cook County Jail at the end of July.
He had been convicted of rape and sentenced to 11
years in prison. He appealed his conviction and
while on appeal he was permitted to go free. While
he was free, be is accused of another rape and
with abducting a Blue Island, HI., bank director
and his wife, forcing them to withdraw $15,000
from the Heritage County Bank and Trust in Blue
Island, and then he is charged with shooting the
couple to death.
He was caught after allegedly robbing a citizen
from Elmwood Park, DJ.
I do not suggest that those who are found guilty
of a violent crime should not have the right to
appeal. They should. But they should not have the
right to walk our streets in freedom after conviction, while they are on appeal.
On the drug issue, some action will probably
emerge from Congress, but whether the administration and Congress take the really key step Is not
clear. At one point the major source of illegal
drugs was Turkey. This country, working with the

The Faculty Senate Budget
Committee proposed limiting
the money available to vice
presidents and deans for use in
creating new positions at Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
That information was incorrectly reported in yesterday's
News.

Simon is a US. Senator from Illinois.

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
EVEMMW.

Correction

Turkish government, has virtually eliminated
that source of trouble. Now, according to the New
York Times, 85 percent of the hard drugs can be
traced to crops in Peru and Bolivia. We should be
working with those two governments to eliminate
the source of our problems. That is basic.
The second key element on the drug problem is
an effective educational program among young
people. They must learn to understand more
clearly that not only are drugs bad, but permitting
their friends to get into trouble with drugs is a
betrayal of friendship.
The third source of violence is right in our
homes - that television set. The television industry is permitting more and more violence, and the
evidence from study after study is that it is a
serious cause for concern.
University of California and University of Pennsylvania studies released within the last few
weeks have reinforced previous studies on the
same subject. The studies show clearly: Television violence causes some of the violence in our
society.
When I met some months ago with TV network
executives they said they could not establish
standards because of antitrust laws. Now when I
try to change the law so that they would not violate
the antitrust laws, at least one network is vocal in
its opposition to the bill.
The problem is that violence pays off for the
television industry. But it and the American
Eublic should understand those profits are costly
tour society.
If the televison industry continues to resist
sensible steps, Congress should have the courage
to defy them and act.
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Rec Center gets in shape
by Jerry Yarnetsky
staff reporter

The Student Recreation Center has been cleaned up, fixed up
and painted up, giving members
many new facilities for fitness
and fun.
The Cooper Pool, which is now
ten years old, was drained,
sandblasted and repainted in
May. The project left the pool in
brand-new condition, said Rec
Center director Dr. Terry Parsons.
Also new at the center is the
Universal Fitness Circuit on the
Mezzanine Level. From Janurary 1985 to Janurary 1986 the
use of the weight machines had
doubled, so the new system was
bought to fill the demand, Par

Cooper Pool renovated;
new equipment installed
sons said.
If a person were to use the
entire circuit, he explained, the
different machines would exercise all muscle systems in the
body.
In addition to the Fitness Circuit, the Mezzanine has new
Exercycles, a computerized racing-style exercise cycle with
bent-down handle bars and a
racing seat.
"We have people bobbing on
them from 7 a.m. on and we've
had lines waiting to use them all

the time," said Parsons, concluding that the purchase was
well worth the price.
FOR THOSE who want to find
out more about their health from
a scientific viewpoint, the center
offers Program FitweU, led by
Dr. Richard Bowers, professor
of health, physical education
and recreation and a certified
exercise program director with
the American College of Sports
Medicine.
"It's providing members (of

the Rec Center) who are shooting us with questions a scientific
answer," said Parsons.
Among the services provided
in the FitweU program is a machine that gives the user his/her
percentage of body fat in three
minutes, blood cholesterol analysis, a treadmill test that tests
cardiovascular fitness, a comEuterized health-risk evaluaon, as well as answers for oneon-one questions.
The treadmill test monitors
the heart while the person being
tested walks or runs on a treadmill programed to increase in
both speed and grade of climb.
This shows the condition of the
heart and the possibility of heart
problems.

First Hope helps in a crisis
ter is open to any woman regardless of age or income,
Miller said.

by Malinda Null
reporter

Although information on sexual intercourse and contraceptives are more available to
women today than in the past,
many still find themselves confused, lonely and scared because of an unwanted
pregnancy.
The First Hope Pregnancy
Center focuses on women with a
crisis pregnancy. A crisis pregnancy is when any woman finds
herself with an unwanted or
unplanned pregnancy, clinical
director Sharon Miller said. The
center offers support for the
woman as well as alternatives to
abortion, she said.
I "We try to be a good listening
ear," she said.
Miller said the majority of
women the center serves are 1922 years old. However, the cen-

Since the center opened 11
months ago, it has served 300
women, 225 of them University
students. Miller said this is because University students make
up half the population of Bowling Green.
The center offers emotional
support and counseling by helping the person look at themselves and sort out any feelings
of anger, guilt or fear, she said.
Free pregnancy tests, maternity clothing, baby necessities
and shelter homes are also
available.
The center also helps pregnant women find financial aid
and refers them to other social
service agencies such as the
Wood County Department of Human Services.

The First Hope Pregnancy
Center differs from other local
organizations because it is a free
non-profit organization which
focuses on women with unwanted or unplanned pregnancies, Miller said.

If the woman wants an abortion, the center does not refer
her to anyone, Miller said. The
woman is informed that there
are many places to acquire an
abortion, if that is what she
wants.

IT IS FUNDED solely by contributions, with church and civic
organizations being the largest
supporters, she said. Anyone
wishing to become a volunteer
may simply go to the center
located at 143 E. Wooster St.
Although many would think
the center is for women only,
men are also welcome, Miller
said.

The center does refer people
to the University Health Center
or to their own doctors, if they
want contraceptives. She said
the center focuses on dealing
with the situation after it has
already occurred and does not
concentrate on preventing it,
Miller said.

Many men need help in dealing with their girlfriend's crisis
pregnancy, and men are sometimes the forgotten part of the
situation, she said. Men want to
be involved and wish to help the
woman handle her pregnancy
instead of going it alone.

MILLER SAID that everyone
should consider their
relationships with the opposite
sex carefully. If a crisis situation arises, the center is available to provide assistance for
them, she said.

This Sunday
a fun day
for all BG

by Malinda Null
reporter

"Good old-fashioned fun"
will be the key element of the
Bowling Green Community
Day, according to the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce.
Community Day will be
held Sunday in City Park
from noon to 6 pm. It is free
and open to the public.
Joan Gordon, executive
manager of the Chamber of
Commerce, said more than
twice as many organizations
have registered for the event
this year than did last year.
Community Day began in
1983 as part of the Bowling
Green Sesquicentennial celebration. It will be a chance for
community and University
residents to get together and
show that they can get along,
Gordon said.
It will also be a way of
improving the quality of life
for the residents of Bowling
Green, she said.
There will be food, entertainment and activities
throughout the park during
the day. The opening ceremonies will begin at noon with a
balloon launch.
There will be various informational displays and exhibits sponsored by Bowling
Green organizations. Craft
items, including wooden articles, quilts, sort sculptures
and stained-glass crafts, will
be sold, Gordon said.

"We are here, and we want to
reach out to help," Miller said.

WBGU-FM will celebrate
its 35th anniversary at the
park and will broadcast live
through the day, Gordon said.

Musical entertainment at
the festival will include the
University's Faculty Jazz
Combo and Brass Quintet,
and vocal selections performed by Bowling Green
High School student Vicki Orwick.
The city fire and police
departments will have equipment on display. The fire
department will give free
blood pressure tests for visitors, Gordon said.
The Wood One Wheelers
will also give a unicycling
demostration at 4:15 p.m.
Other activities include a
horseshoe pitching contest
and a volleyball tournament
between employees of MidAm Bank, Huntington Bank,
Toledo Trust, State Home
Savings, Diamond Savings
and Loan and First Federal
Savings and Loan, Gordon
said.
University basketball
coach Jim Larranaga and
football coach Moe Ankney
will also put in guest appearances, Gordon said.
Last year 2,000 people attended Community Day and
Gordon said she hopes at
least 2,000-3,000 will attend
this year.
"I get satisfaction in seeing
a community event be successful," she said.

Give a hoot.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION Ko-9p-(e)-ret-h/, ej-e-ka-shen / n; an optional academic program available to
students from all academic areas which is designed to promote individual career development and self awareness by means of
integrating classroom learning with planned and supervised practical experience.

Isn't it time you found out what it means?
SPRING POSITIONS AVAILABLE
ACCOUNTING
1. LOCATION. Soyih Bod. Indiana
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. accounting
major with 3.0+ GPA
SALARY: @ $l200/month

5. LOCATION. CotaisbM, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior Marketing* major
SALARY: $1,350 to 1,560/momh

2. LOCATION: Warm, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. or Sr. accountant wilh 2.75+ OPA
SALARY: O $«J/day

6. LOCATION: Toledo. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Retail Marketing salesperson
SALARY: Commission

3. LOCATION: Akron, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph
accountant with 2.3+ OPA
SALARY: SI200/month

7. LOCATION: Cokuabai, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate student majoring in Economics
SALARY: $7.00/hr.

or

Jr.

BUSINESS
I. LOCATION:Toledo, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph. Jr. majoring in Sales/Saks Mgmi.
SALARY: $3.35 + comm. CONSIDER!!
2. LOCATION: Oe.riiad, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr., riling Sr.
Accounting majors - slan in Cleveland, must be willing lo travel
SALARY: $500 + housing A travel
feat
3. LOCATION: Fort Wayne, lad.
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. Procurement major - will work with price
investigation, quality assuranc, service delivery, production continuity
SALARY: $8 00/hr - don't pass it
up!
4. LOCATION: Cleveland, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Procurement
majors with some tech training, Jr.
3.0 OPA, computer experience helpful
SALARY: $8.00/hr.

NOTHIN
DROPPING
SCHOOL
ONCEINA

5 LOCATION: Toledo. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph
C.S. major
SALARY: $6.00/hr.

or Jr.

10. LOCATION: Dayton. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. or Sr. C.S.
or MIS majors with 2.75 * GPA
SALARY: @ $6.50/hr.

6. LOCATION: Evaasvlue, lad.
QUALIFICATIONS: MIS or C.S.
major with 3.0 GPA or above
SALARY: @ $257/week

11. LOCATION: Dayton. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. or Sr. MIS
or C.S. majors with 3.0+ GPA
SALARY: @ $7.50/hr.

7. LOCATION: Columbus. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer sciantisu with 3.0 GPA
SALARY: 0 $7.50/hr.

HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT MGMT.

9. LOCATION: Ohio maaalaclam
with plants in Salem, Mentor, Misoa and Upper Saadaaky
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph or Jr.
management or industrial technology majors
SALARY: ffl $6.00/hr.

2. LOCATION: Walt Dbaey
QUALIFICATIONS: All majors considered - Presentation on Sept. 23,
7:00 PM, III south Hall
SALARY: $4.25. hr

TONIGHT at 7:00 PM

HAYES HALL
Room 121

1. LOCATION: FisttUay. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. or Sr. Accounting/MIS with lotus and costing
accounting experience
SALARY: $600/hr.

4. LOCATION: Colnbas. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. C.S. or MIS
majors wilh at least 2.8 OPA
SALARY: $1.000/mo.

I. LOCATION: Daytoa, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS:Tech Writing
majors, should have writing courses
and tech or science courses
SALARY: $7.00/hr.

Information Session

COMPUTER SCIENCE
/MIS

3. LOCATION: Manatee, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: MIS student
with 3.00 GPA
SALARY: $5.0O«.00/hr.

3. LOCATION: Toledo, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Student must
be interested in Hospt./Restaurant
Mgmt - will complete management
trainee program, opportunities for
future - excellent start!
SALARY: S5.00-«.00/hr.

PHYSICAL &
SOCIAL SCIENCES

I. LOCATION: Macedoala, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Sales oriented,
late Jr. or Sr. with 2.5 OPA
SALARY: $5.00/hr. plus bonus system

2. LOCATION: Dayton, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. C.S. students with 2.8 GPA
SALARY: SI.Ou-9.00/hr.

2. LOCATION: Solon. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph or Jr..
Home Ec., Dietetics majors to work
with national food corporation
SALARY: SI.ISO/mo.

3. LOCATION: Toledo, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Opportunities
lo do P.R., press copy, features,
graphic design, or any special projects
- other positions avaialble
SALARY: N/A - great place to sun!

Also Bad oat about other posithm
--■

8. LOCATION: Soalh Bead, lad.
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. C.S. major
with 3.0 GPA or better
SALARY: @ $120Q/month
9. LOCATION: Rochester. NY
QUALIFICATIONS: C.S. freshmen
or sophomores with 2.8 + GPA
SALARY: O $325/week

I. LOCATION: Six slate area
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr./rising Sr.
with 2.5 GPA, Restaurant A Hospt.
Mgmt/ or IPCO, will complete training program for National Restaurant
Chain
SALARY: $o.0O/hr.

4. LOCATION: Toledo, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Student must
be interested in retail sales - neat,
bright, aggressive students with good
grades and oral communication skills.
Must relate well to people.
SALARY: $3.35/hr.
5. LOCATION: Connecticut
QUALIFICATIONS: Must be interested in career with children
SALARY: $600 per mo. * room &
board

BUILDING

COOPERATIVE
Coop
Education
tmmi IIIMI ■

6. LOCATION: Parma. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: R-TV-F major
to work as Production Assistant
SALARY: None
7. LOCATION: Canton, Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Student major
ing in Technical Writing
SALARY: S662/iwo week period
8. LOCATION: Washington. D.C.
QUALIFICATIONS: Various under
graduate and graduate students
SALARY: Minimum is $l2.500/year
9. LOCATION: Sarasota. Fla.
QUALIFICATIONS: Theater or music major interested in stage management
SALARY: $1,350
10. LOCATION: Washington. I).t .
QUALIFICATIONS: Geographers,
statisticians, and and C.S. majors
with 2.5 » GPA
SALARY: @ $5.00/hr.

TECHNOLOGY
I. LOCATION: Oregon. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: VCT, Photog
raphy majors - Soph, or Jr. with 2 7'
GPA
SALARY: $3.50-4.50/hr. Too good
to be true!
2. LOCATION: Cleveland. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: VCT majors
with background in video production
* the services and presentation of
slide show.
SALARY: N/A - Excellent opportunity!
3. LOCATION: Bowling t;r*en. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS. Natural Science
majors who are interested ir working
for local water treatment facility perfect place to gain experience.
SALARY: $4.28/hr
4. LOCATION: Birmingham. Ohio
QUALIFICATIONS: Product Design
Technology
SALARY: $6.0O-10,00/hr.

EMPLOYERS
TODAY WANT
MORE THAN THE
SAME OLD B.S.
t>oo Education
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Grad pay raised
Stipend increase announced
by Ron Coulter
chief copy editor

The semester's first meeting
of the Graduate Student Senate
on Friday offered some good
financial news and raised some
issues of concern for graduate
students.
GSS president Sheila Harrington said the Board of Trustees
approved a 5.8 percent stipend
increase for graduate students.
Harrington said the increase
takes effect this semester, although the payments will be
delayed until the start of the
next fiscal year in January.
Graduate students will also
receive a step increase. Harrington said the amount of the
step increase is based on the
student's number of years at the
University.
"The step increase rewards
people who stay here as they
wore on their graduate degree,'
she said.
Harrington announced a supplemental research fund, under
which graduate students can
apply for up to $200 for research
not directly related to their thesis or dissertation.
She said the supplemental research fund comes out of the
GSS operating budget.

development fund. Treasurer
Ted Ceglia said the fund can
offer up to $75 in travel expenses
to a graduate student who
wishes to attend a conference,
workshop or convention.
CEGLIA SAID a graduate student travelling to a conference
to present a paper or sit on a
panel may be eligible for a maximum of $200 in travel and research expenses.
• In other business, GSS
Vice President Loring Crepeau,
chairman of the GSS Welfare
Committee, said the committee
is concerned a mandatory
health insurance policy will be
passed without GSS approval.
"Health insurance is a good
idea, but the money comes out of
our pockets," he said.
• Harrington said representative-at-large positions still need
to be filled. GSS also needs a
parliamentarian, a non-voting
position that arbitrates on parliamentary policy for meetings.
• Harrington also announced
openings on several University
committees. She stressed the
importance for graduate students to be involved, since the
decisions of many University
committees affect graduate students.

GSS also oners a professional

Double take
Joan Wiandt, sophomore fashion merchandising major, and
in the Education Building.

a

A PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM
SPONSORED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF
SHOPPINC CENTERS

THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH
VALID ID ONLY $2.00

About last
night... ■
Hoi) Lowr
IDl'llli Moore

7:30 & 9:30

Heroes arjn I born
They're cornered

7:30 « 9:15

5.

EVENINGS - ADULTS 13.50
MONDAY STUDENT NIGHT
ONLY $2.00

mm

fhere Are Some PlflCOb In The
.Univeise You Don I Go Alone
SIGOURNEY WEAVER in
1H(~ NF W MOVIF
7:30 & 9:45

KIDS

Salvation Army Thrift Store
1055 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
9 a.m. Thursday, Sept. 18

3 LIVE BANDS •
Me & the Boyz
Nation of One
GAMES * FOOD * ENTERTAINMENT
GUARANTEED to be a righteous event

FREE * FREE
OPEN TO EVERYONE!

Ellym Stout, junior French education major, work on their study habits

KIDS lUKWTlr'xjUlJN
STWP

GRAND OPENING

Sponsored by
SATURDAY, Sept. 20
12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m
in College Park

* .v I ,

Photo Vince Waller

I

MARK'S PIZZA

\

I

Large l Item Pizza $5.95

I

free delivery
I

Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
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Marathon to raise Blotter
money for groups Campus Police
get involved," said Phil Goldstein, associate athletic director
for financial affairs. "Some
groups have made up to $1,500
for their organizations."

by Mlchdlc Fisher
staff reporter

You don't have to be a marathon runner to participate in
the upcoming Falcon
Walk/Run For Fun to help raise
money (or your organization or
favorite charity.
The combination walk-run
marathon will take place
Oct. 5 at Whittaker Track.
The original "Falcon Run"
began in 1981 to brine charities,
campus groups and the community together for a day of fun
while raising money for their
organizations and supporting
the athletic scholarship fund.
The walk was added this year
to draw more people with different athletic levels to the event
and to make it more of a social
event.
"It is an excellent opportunity
for groups who don't have time
to plan their own fund raisers to

There was a lot of participation in the first two years of
the event, but it was not wellreceived in the third. It was not
held in later years because of
administrative transitions in the
athletic department.
"It didn't get off the ground.
No one took an active role to
keep it going on an annual basis, Goldstein said. "But this
year groups have contacted me
and wanted it back."
CAMPUS AND community
groups have a few options to
choose from in the way they get
pledges. Participants can either
get pledges based on the number
of laps they can run or walk in
one hour or accept a flat donation. University football players
are collecting the contributions

A man was assaulted by several men with clubs Saturday
afternoon in front of Rodgers
residence hall, University police
said.
Police said the man was walking in front of Rodgers when a
car pulled up and and the occupants asked the man where the
party was.
He said he didn't know, and
the men then jumped from their
vehicle and struck him with
clubs. Police arrived and some
of the attackers remained. The
victim did not want to press
charges, but police said the officer on the scene might file
charges on the information obtained. The victim was injured
and was privately transported
for medical care.

while designating head coach
Moe Ankney as the sole runner,
Goldstein said.
The organizations keep half of
the money they raise while the
rest benefits the athletic scholarship fund and covers administrative costs. The group raising
the most money can keep twothirds of their pledges and receives free "Falcon Walk/Run
For Fun" T-shirts. Additional Tshirts will be given to secondand third-place groups as well
as top male and female runners.
Also at the Walk/Run is food,
music and entertainment beginning at 1:30 p.m. with a 'Celebrity Run" featuring former
Falcon athletes. Campus organizations can hit the track from
2-3 p.m. while community
groups get their chance from 3-4
p.m.
"A lot of effort and enthusiasm is going into the event this
year, and we re hoping for a big
success," Goldstein said.

ODD

ness of the club."
"The main push (to start the
club) came from a bike shop
here in town," said Tom Van den
Eynden, club vice president.
"He (the shop owner) saw it as a
chance to increase business."
In addition, Bewley said the
bicycle shop provided a meeting
place for the club's members.
I'm sure he gained a certain
amount of good will," Bewley
said.
The club's rides start at the
city park at Conneaut and
Fairview streets, and range in
length from 10 to 35 miles. Occasionally, the group takes longer
rides, and once went on a 100mile trip.

For many University students, bicyefing is Just a means
of getting from one class to
another. But for Dave Bewley of
Bowling Green, it's a way to
explore northwestern Ohio.
Bewley founded the Black
Swamp Bicycling Society in
May 1965. He started organizing
bike trips with his friends, and
he said interest has been growing ever since. To increase
membership, Bewley plans to
post signs at the University.
"Membership is open to everyone," he said, "we've been
trying to increase public aware-

□

An elderly Steubenville couple
was injured in a two-car crash
late Tuesday morning.
The 1983 Chrysler driven by
Arthur Oliver, 79, of Steubenville, was westbound on West
Poe Road when Oliver ran the
stop sign at the intersection of
Poe and Haskins roads, city
police said.

Most of the club's activities
are confined to Wood County,
Bewley said.
"We generally leave Bowling
Green, although sometimes we
just have a series of concentric
loops we make around the city,"
he said.

Oliver's car struck the side of
the 1986 Pontiac 6000 driven by
James Schirtzinger, 27, of Brook
Park, who was southbound on
Haskins. Schirtzinger's car was
forced off the road at the southwest comer of the intersection,
while Oliver's car came to rest
in the middle of the intersection.

The club has also travelled to
Henry, Hancock, Ottawa and
Sandusky counties.
The next club meeting is Oct.
14 at 7 p.m. at the city wastewater treatment plant building on
Dunbridge and East Poe roads.

Schirtzinger and Fannie Oliver, 77, of Steubenville, Oliver's
passenger, were both taken to

MM

I

Wood County Hospital by Bowling Green rescue squad. Oliver
was taken to Wood County Hospital by city police.
Schirtzinger was treated and
released. Oliver was admitted to
Wood County Hospital in
guarded condition and transferred yesterday to Medical College of Ohio Hospital, Toledo,
where he was listed yesterday
afternoon in fair condition.
Fannie Oliver is listed in fair
condition at Wood County Hospital, a nursing supervisor said.
All three were wearing safety
belts, police said. Oliver was
charged with a stop sign violation.
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We hare Halloween Candy In addition to our wide
assortment of candle* and nuts

2 (^Notebooks
20& Filler Paper
oinl pel
Four hot colors In one ballpoint
pent

• Hot Pink

• Aqua Blue

• Wild Violet • Neon Green
Regular Price S2.19

99«

1

Falcon's Nest

Pierre's

&

Saturday

210 N. Main

Fresh hand dipped Ice Cream
Made to Order Ice Cream Pies
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To order pteaae loo In after 3 p.m. M-F
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"Not a Sale"
Not a "Limited Time Special Offer"
No Strings Attached

Our Everyday
Year — Round
Prices

the "KAISER SPECIAL" a combination of Imported Polish ham.
white turkey breast. Wisconsin Swiss, mustard, mayo, lettuce on a
crisp Kaiser roll
S2.69

"NEW" the "HOT OVEN GRINDER" sub sandirtch Italian
style Genoa salami, provolone cheese, pepperoni, monarelkt cheese.
peperonclnl peppers and spaghetti sauce nn French bread
240UNCES!
II'2SI.99) S3 59

TOP QUALITY
EYEGLASSES

the "CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN" top round roast beef on
a tangy onion bun with sharp cheddar cheese, lettuce, mustard, mayo,
deli dressing
S2.69

PRICES INCLUDE LENSES & FRAME, COMPLETE

the "WARZY RUEBEN" Chicago corned beef on Jewish rye with
sauerkraut. Swiss cheese and special mustard
$2.69
"CHEF SALAD"

Most Clear Glass

Standard

Single Vision Lens Rx

Glass Bifocals

$2 59

OTHER SANDWICHES made to your order.
Turkey Breast
Braunschwelger . . .'
Brisket Pastrami
War.y • Ham Salad
Roast Beef
Salami (7 choices)

88

Choose from over 1OOO current lashion frames
Only tinted, plastic, overpower and oversized lenses priced higher
For Soft Contact lens call office below

$1.99
$1.69
$2 29
SI .59
$2.29
$1.99

Corned Beef
Polish Ham
Roast Pork
Liver Pale
Barbegue Beef
Waray'a Chicken Salad

$2.29

$1 99
$1.99
$1 99
$1.59
$1 99
Onion 10-

Tomato-10'
EXTRAS:
Cheeses - 20'
Lettuce. Mayo. Mustard. Pickles. Horseradish

Kaiser bun. Jewish rye. onion bun. white, wheat

SALADS. SNACKS. BEER. COFFEE. WINE. SODA.
DESSERTS. CHEESES. FRUIT. CANDIES.
CROISSANTS.

!«»■
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The Office Environment Center

Alumni owned and operated .,

^ 1068 North Main
Bowling Green
352-8434

f lflfljyy Office Equipment
?01 West Crawford Street • Flnaiay. Onio 45840 • 422 5145 • 1 800 824 15B8
116 S. Main St. • BOWting Green. OH 45402 • 14191 J55 1655 • 1-80O-824-1 588

TIKE NT
SAMBWKIES

the "GRINDER" sub sandwich, our most famous, a full pound!
Polish ham. kosher salami, onion cheese, provolone. lettuce, tomato,
pickle, mustard, oil and vinegar dressing
....
S3.29

to fill your prescription
with professionally fitted

54

No Cover

■y.

and For Special Occasions

: You know us for quality — discover our new LO W PRICESI
UWMYIMHI

University police will be
monitoring traffic with speed
radar on streets close to campus, Bill Bess, director of
Public Safety, said yesterday.
''Officers will be enforcing
the speed limit with radar to
keep the speed limits of 25
miles per hour and 35 miles
per hour," Bess said.
Streets to be patrolled include Wooster, Merry,
Mercer, Ridge, Thurstin and
North College.

s
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Radar
detection:
new wave
on campus

September 19 & 20

Vi

in the Union
Featuring

34

A student's room in Offenhauer West was burglarized
while he slept Saturday night.
He reported to police that $18 in
cash and a Gucci watch valued
at $100 was stolen. He told police
he locked his door before going
to sleep. There were pry marks
on the door. Police are still investigating.

■:•:

SODA SHOPPE

88

D

Friday

Baked Fresh Daily

Price effective today ihiou<)h 9-27-86.

D

Sheepish
Grin

yy.

Donuts & Sweetrolls

for
BACKTOSCHOOL
VALUES!!

D

Howard's Club H

TT

in the Union
Featuring

at
EVANS

stolen. Value of the ring is $300.
Both of these burglaries remain
under investigation.

Stiffly KyttrtKyK'jyffiyira^

BAKERY

w

D

TWO BURGLARIES occurred
early Saturday morning on the
first floor of Anderson residence
hall. Residents of one room reported $20 cash stolen, along
with several pieces of Jewelry
valued at $2,150. Stolen was a
men's necklace, watch, and a
ring with three diamonds. Police
said the room was unlocked.
Residents of the second room
reported a gold amethyst ring

Falcon's Nest

Applications for (1986-87) Officers
Due by 5 p.m.
Friday, September 19,1986 in the:
Black Student Union Office
Room 408 Student Services Bldg.
Elections
Friday, September 26, 1986
Union Foyer 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Free Refreshments

D

City Police

'Spokesman travels Ohio
by John Meola
reporter

A female student was practicing in the Moore Musical Arts
Center when a man approached
her from behind ana grabbed
her breasts Saturday evening,
police said. She then ran into a
women's restroom. The man
followed her and began kicking
the stall door. The woman fled to
her residence hall. The incident
remains under investigation.
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(next to the
liquor store)
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Career advising available Book renewal
by Tim Wauerman
reporter
For graduating seniors, landing that first Job can be a process full of questions. How do I
dress? Where do I look? How do
I get an interview? The staff at
University Placement Services
helps students answer questions
like these.
University Placement Services serves as a resource center
specializing in career and placement advising. Students can
meet with counselors to discuss
any aspect of their career development or employment search.
Jo Ann Kxou, director of University Placement Services,
said 3,000 students registered
through their office last year.
"We are finding that Bowling
Green students from all academic majors are registering
with University Placement
Services," Kroll said. "We are
happy about that trend and want
it to continue."
When Kroll began as director
in 1984 she was laced with the
task of making the program
more efficient.
"Students used to camp out all
night in front of Student Services
(Building) to sign up for job
interviews," she said. "In effect, we were rewarding students with interviews for

Placement Services helps
seniors find first jobs
staying up all night and missing
their morning classes."
KROLL ADDED a series of
job search workshops to help
Bowline Green students present
themselves professionally to
prospective employers.
The job-search process began
last week for graduating seniors
with a placement orientation
meeting introducing them to the
program. A placement manual
was given to each student at the
meeting. For those students who
did not attend, manuals are
available at the Placement Office.
There are two programs offered by University Placement
Services. These are the firstchoice interview card and the
Advanced Job Hunters Club.
Kroll said she wanted to develop a system to reward students who were making an extra
effort.
"I initiated the first-choice
interview system to reward students for acquiring skills they
will need to find professional
employment," she said.

USOHSCAMPUS

The first-choice interview
card enables students to get 10
interview sign-ups one day in
advance of other seniors.
Kroll said students who fill out
the credential form in the placement manual and attend three
seminars held by University
Placement Services
are eligible for the card. The
credential form is a standardized personal data sheet for potential employers.
THE SECOND program is the
Advanced Job Hunters Club.
"The ... Club rewards students who go that extra mile,"
Kroll said, "and it also prevents
900 students showing up at the
same time for interview signups."
Kroll said seniors can join the
club if they attend the orientation meeting, have a first-choice
interview card, attend one of
four professional development
seminars and take part in ExEloring Placement Opportunies Day.
Exploring Placement Opportunities Day is Nov. 6 and tea

tures over 70 organizations
which represent a wide range of
employment opportunities.
Kroll said Advanced Job Hunters Club members will be able to
sign up 45 minutes before the
regularly scheduled first-choice
interview sign-ups.
The card also gives the students 10 additional first-choice
sign-ups and extends their first
choice interviewing privileges
one semester after graduation.
'Kroll said she realizes students sometimes have problems.
"This office understands the
frustration and excitement associated with job hunting," she
said. "We are concerned for the
students and want them to come
and talk to us."
KROLL SAID placement
counselors at the office are
available by appointment.
She said that counselors suggest students know themselves
and articulate what their career
and life goals are to prospective
employers.
Kroll said that some students
make the mistake of trying to fit
themselves into something the
employer wants, not necessarily
what the individual wants.
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College Night Sale
TONIGHT! OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.

by phone saves
time, effort
by Nancy Lcffd
reporter

This makes it easier to accurately complete the process.

The University libraries
have improved a service that
has made renewing books
easier than ever.

"Problems with the system
are minimal." she said.
Zachary also said that the
popularity of the system has
been growing, since it saves
the students the trouble of
carrying books back and
forth to the library to renew
them.

Two years ago, the library
began a system that took
book renewals over the telephone. However, the service
became so popular that it
began to tie up the library
business lines, so a separate
phone line was installed lust
for renewals last April. The
number to call is 372-2133.
Mary Beth Zachary, coordinator of circulation services
at Jerome Library, said the
system was implemented for
student and staff convenience.
The Science Library uses
the same procedure, and students can renew books from
that library by calling 3726897.
Zachary said students need
to have a University I.D. and
the books to be renewed in
front of them when calling in
order to properly identify
themselves and the books.

"STUDENT RESPONSE
has been very positive, and
there have been few complaints," she said. "We ask
students to be responsible,1
but we are willing to help,'
she said.
She also said the system
saves time for both patrons
and staff.
"Now our other phone line
is free to handle student concerns," she said.
Even books with an outstanding fine may be renewed
by phone, according to Zacsaid the fine will be
suspended from the date of
renewal, and the balance can
be paid in person or charged
to the student's Bursar bill.
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WE FORECAST A FASHIONABLE FALL, AT SAVINGS
i EXPIRES 9/30/86t

BUY A SANDWICH AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET A SECOND AT HALF
PRICE

*

* REWARD •

*

*

$230

*

*%For information leading to 'hej^
.j arrest and convKtion o* persons .
^responsible for vandalism to^
jt properties behind the Theto Chtj^.
. House (Ridge and N. Prospect
*T vocinity) late Saturday Sept. 13th. S^

*

*

^
,t

Crimestoppers
352-0077

*

24.99
Special Buy

Big, bigger, biggest! Mega sweaters
Orig. $25. Garland* mega sweaters shape your tall wardrobe in a Dig.
bold way These soft acrylic sweaters are knit with-plenty ol texture lor
lots ol lullness over loans or atop tights Choose boat, crew or mock
turtleneck styles In the latest fashion colors One size fits all.
mi.rm.ani. m.rhOowni m*» h«v. b.in Uk«<i on ono.in.ll) pnc»d Tt.rcn.nOiM
RMucuon. Irom or firmly pflcM rn.rcn.notM *n«clii. until .loch i. O.pt.i.0

20% off
Nylon pantihose
SI... t.A.li
K-g
Sol*
SrvMrCor«»® ..3.00
2.40
Qunn Sll*
3.30
2.10
Shaor TOM® .... 1 59
1-17
QuMnilM
1.79
1.43
Kn-Mhigh.
3.79 1/3.23

*

Sale 19.99

■New Attitudes" coordinates in
plum and teal Vests, blouses,
shirts, slacks and jackets In
acyrlc. polyester, polyester'
wool Misses'sizes 8-18

25% off
Entire line of regular price outerwear
Our smart new winterwear, yours lor $1 down until November 1st"
Choose coats, toppers and jackets In wool/nylon, other blends In
lunior, misses', petite and women's sizes Shown. iusl a sample
Stripud topper with convertible collar, scarf, Reg $95 Sale 71.25
*M* MNM MMTCWjkt (Of CMUil.

BHn

JCPenney
Bo* ling Gre»n

J

Mon Thin, i Frt '■ 9 p m
Tuo MdlM.1 8:30
Sun. 12-6

j,
+

I , National UN1CEF Day
«] Halloween, October 31
■

Elsewhere:
Fizzy milk?
ROSEMONT, 111. (AP)Reaearchera are working on
a carbonated version of milk
that won't leave a mustache
on your upper lip or a film on
your tongue, and just might
help bail out strapped dairy
farmers.
"It's a lot like club soda,"
Anthony Luksas, president of
Dairy Research Inc., said
yesterday. "It's very refreshing. Normally, milk coats the
mouth, and people won't
drink it to quench their thirst.
"But carbonated milk
doesn't do that."
Luksas said researchers
began toying with the idea
about a year ago, after a
brainstorminfg session at the
suburban Chicago research
facility operated by the
United Dairy Industry Association trade group.
"We asked ourselves 'Why
are we losing sales in whole
milk?'" Luksas said. "We
then asked, 'What are people
drinking instead?' The answer was carbonated drinks.
"We decided if we could
merge the two together, we
would have the best of two
worlds."
"If we could lust capture 2
or 3 percent of the carbonated
beverage market we could

wipe out the dairy surplus we
have each year,'' he said.
CARBONATING MILK is a
relatively easy process, Luksas said. But he refused to
describe it in detail because it
has yet to be patented.
The problem, be said, is
that existing equipment was
designed to carbonate water,
not milk, which is perishable.
"The systems we have are
not designed to maintain the
cleanliness needed for milk,"
said Luksas. "It's not tricky
or especially difficult. We Just
need to re-engineer the whole
system."
While unfla vored fizzy milk
is good, he said fruit-flavored
or cola-flavored is better.
"It looks like the cola and
fruit flavors will work. But
the peppermint flavor
won't, said Luksas, adding
he has downed a number of
glasses of bubbly milk in a
variety of flavors.
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Seaway marketing underway
Toledo Mayor Donna Owens
and Thomas Burke, executive
director of the ClevelandCuyaboga County Port Authority, are members of the Advisory Group on Strategic

COLLEGE NIGHT
-SPECIALS^

He said that in one way
carbonated milk would be
way ahead of its competitors
in the soft drink market, who
have begun adding vitamins
to their products in an effort
to boost sales.
"Our product already has
all the nutrition of skim
milk," said Luksas.

OLLEGE NIGHT
40?

\3usiness

Association

Ms. Owens said she is concerned about marketing, seaway tolls, competing with East

Coast ports and infrastructure
issues. She said she is optimistic
that the group will produce substantive results.
"The seaway to Toledo is extremely important," said Ms.
Owens. "It has a tremendous
economic impact on our community. We're going to do everything we can to make the
seaway much more viable than
it has been in the past."
BURKE SAID he believes that
port authorities - the local gov-

ernmental bodies responsible
for promoting and protecting a
port - should nave done a better
job of marketing and selling the
seaway over the years.
"It's up to the port authorities
to show that kind of leadership,"
Burke said. "And if it costs
money to hire salesmen to make
marketing trips overseas and
sell the system, then so be it.
I've always felt that we've put
too much pressure on the congressmen and senators.

p^«:«.»»:»»>m«»;'X-aaiaiii8

Check our earring, necklace,
and bracelet trays

SAVE 25%
<^" SS

on closeout styles
and colors

E^
1
*<tem COLLEGE NIGHT
1 Ml ROMS... t:H-«:M P.M. OMIT - THIS THURSDAY, SEPT. IS

Windbreakers

FREE BGSU
transfer w/ purchase
of sweatshirt

UP,

° 50% OFF

twimwaar—
shorts—running wear
remaining stock

BGSU apparel
Jacket & Jersey
sweaters—hots

50% OFF

20% OFF

$5.00 OFF

FREE gift to

•Kclud*! I«n*ring

SAVE on Men's & Ladies' Watches

Layaway now for Christmas
Free gifts to the first
50 people

BARGAINS

£>

Planning for the Seaway. The
panel includes about 20 government, business and labor officials.
The advisory group, formed
by Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole to make recommendations on development of
the seaway, held its first meeting yesterday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Officials from Cleveland and Toledo
serving on a St. Lawrence Seaway advisory board indicated
yesterday that better marketing
of the waterway is on their
agenda.

^J\lever6 ^jewelry
125 N. Main
353-6691
Open Tonight until 8pm
Hours: Mon.. Tues., Wed., Frl. 10-5:30
Thursday 10-8, Sat. 10-5

any pair athletic
shoes
- running - aerobic
- court ■
excludes sale shoes

the first
100 customers
with purchase

Many other items also on sale!

w{

\

FALCON HOUSE f
140 1. WooiUr, Downtown BG.-Mill. I«k,

Op«n Mon.-Fri. 10-9: Sat. 10 5; Sun. 12 5

p:ft::;ftWH*!-MW!-!W!-!-!WKWW

j9

"Your Athletic Sho»S Sportswear Headquorters In B.G

IKKI I

%

Ph. 352-3610

/

COLLEGE NIGHT - THURSDAY 5-9
THAT'S RIGHT, THIS THURSDAY SEPT. 18, FROM 5:00-9:00, YOU CAN SAVE BIG ON SELECTED ITEMS FROM YOUR (Jh/fllfiflS STORE

MISSES SPORTSWEAR

25%«F

GLORIA VANDERBILT
All Regular Price

25%WF

FALL SWEATERS
All Regular Price

25 %«

BLOUSES
All Regular Price

25%«F

CHADS + S.K.JCo.

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
Cherokee, Lee, Gasoline, Pepe & more

FAMOUS NAME JEANS
V-neck or crew

SHAKER SWEATERS

20X.
•14"
25%.*

CORDUROY PANTS
Reg. $18 and $26

25%«

PUFF SWEATSHIRTS

25%.*

LEOTARDS
All regular or sale priced

SARNE HANDBAGS
Anklets, Sports, Knee Highs

ALL SOCKS

■

HOME STORE

m

All Regular Price

BEDPILL0WS

All SAIR Priopri

SWEATER JACKETS

T*M Additional 25 % OFF

SHOE DEPARTMENT SPECIALS

MEN'S
Reg. Values to $30

TM.

YOUNG MEN'S SLACKS

25%*

MEN'S SWEATERS
All Reg. or Sale Priced

25%«F

WINTER OUTERWEAR
Uhlman's Own

$299
3pakfor

AH Cotton Lollipop Reg. $3"

BIKINI BRIEFS
D. Wilson Sleep Alone Reg. $22

KNIT NIGHT SHIRT
NITE SHIRT

25%*
'14"

»16M

CHILDREN'S

25%OOFF

• PLAYWEAR
• SWEATERS
• DRESSES

'34"

Dametta...in black, Nut, and blizzard...

$3299

Dimitrie...in Mack, Mm, red, ind blizzard..

GLEMF3Y
HAIR SALON
HAIRCUT SPECIAL $5

«m»
imMfM

Boys and Girls

SWEATERS
$

TAKE 5°°0FF

25%OOFF

Boys

LEE JEANS

|

. .

44

Infant and Toddler

I DRESSES
ALL REG. PRICE DRESSES

All regular or sale priced

Satiness Jacquard Reg. $23

Your choice of styles from

FAMOUS NAME JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR

N

All regular price Betmar

FELT HATS

t

J

JUNIOR JACKETS

LINGERIE

Cherokee & Union Bay

Sizes fa Juniors, Misses, Women

25%o*
25%oFF
25 %«
25%<*
25%»FF

TUBE SOCKS

KNIT PANTS

'Esprit 'menu •Qtntsls
•Ttnghro *fiwmwi* •Gmtm

Selected Styles Reg. $80 to $90

All Regular Priced

Star City Soft Pleat Reg. $24

■A

COATS

Silks, Polys, Challis

ALL SCARVES

All styles of

V:

ACCESSORIES

Boys and Girls

OUTERWEAR

simtr

M199

M
'13
Sim 1-14

25%«
Tiki in additional 20%*

wmans
139 South Main Street
353-4500

-
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Public support Bodies collected from mine
for new shuttle
'overwhelming*
spend whatever is necessary
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
to maintain U.S. leadership in
survey taken while the Reaspace" while 27 percent disgan administration was deagree. And 71 percent feel
ciding whether to replace the
rce shuttle Challenger that the space program
should be continued to stay
wed overwhelming public
ahead of the Soviets, the Japsupport for building the $2.5
anese and others.
billion vehicle.
The survey was commisDespite the risks associated
sioned by Rockwell Internawith manned flight, 89 pertional, which builds the space
cent of those questioned
shuttles. Don O'Neal, a comthought shuttle flights should
pany spokesman, said the
be resumed. Eighty-five perfirm sought the data to make
cent thought the United
marketing decisions because
States should replace the
"we felt that there was
Challenger.
stronger support for the
space program than was reOnly 13 percent of 1,200
ported in the news media."
people interviewed in the teleAsked whether NASA was
phone survey approved the
an honest agency, 58 percent
statement that ''we should
agreed while 36 percent did
not continue the manned
not. And 44 percent thought
space flight program" while
NASA was "living on past
22 percent approved flights
glories."
with astronauts only "when it
There also was substantial
is absolutely necessary" but
question in the public mind of
never flights with civilians.
whether NASA was con"We are finding the Americerned with safety above all
can public strongly in support
else.
Fifty-six percent
of the space program,' said
thought the agency was, but
Robert Reisner, vice presi41 percent said no.
dent of Market Opinion ReThe research firm said the
search, which did the study in
results of the poll would be
early August. The results
accurate within 2.8 percent in
were compared with a simi95 percent of the data.
lar survey in the weeks before
President Reagan, followthe Challenger explosion in
ing months of agonized deJanuary.
bate within the
Since the accident, which
administration, announced on
killed five astronauts and two
Aug. 15 his decision that the
passengers, he said, there has
United States should restore
been a seven percent increase
the fleet to four orbiters. He
in support for space proasked Congress to approprigrams.
ate $272 million in the fiscal
SIXTY PERCENT of
year that starts Oct. 1 to get a
Americans, the survey found,
start on the shuttle.
say the government "should

EVANDER, South Africa
(AP) - Weary rescue crews yesterday collected the bodies of
miners sprawled along a miledeep shaft that a raging fire
turned into a death trap for at
least 177 men. It was South Africa's worst gold mine disaster.

Five miners still were missing
and believed dead after the
Tuesday fire at Kinross Gold
Mine released lethal clouds of
chemical fumes in the No. 2
shaft where about 2,400 men
were working.
Survivors told of being
trapped, unable to breathe, of
clouds of smoke and of their
desperation as they watched
their friends fall dead. "Only
about seven of us made it to the
surface," said Komiti Mmereko,
a black driller with one mining
crew.

Officials said 235 of the miners
were hospitalized with burns,
injuries and chest pains from
inhaling the fumes that filled the
mine after a fire was accidentally started by a welding machine.
The miners "didn't stand a
chance," according to Dick
Grenfell, a 38-year-old Briton
who survived the fire. "They
just ran into a wall of smoke and
must have dropped like flies."
MOST OF South Africa's miners are black and the union
representing black miners
called the accident "a clear indictment of the industry." A
statement said, "It has required
tragedy after tragedy and the
loss of many lives before the
industry and government pay
attention to safety standards."
Most of the bodies were found
along a mile-long horizontal tunnel, some in groups and some

alone-men who perished as
they frantically sought a way
out.
"The smoke started coming
in. Then the oxygen was gone. I
couldn't breathe," said Bedron
Siphoso from his bed at the
Winkelhaak Mine Hospital.
He said he fainted and when
he came to, "I saw many of the
others were dead." Rescue
crews saved him.

Trucks drove in and out of the
mine compound, and men with
hoses washed dust from the
hoist cage that brought bodies to
the surface.
Jacobus Olivier, general manager of the mine 62 miles southeast of Johannesburg, gave the
official casualty figures. He said
that of the dead, five were white
and 172 were black migrant
workers from tribal homelands
and neighboring black coun-

tries.
HE SAID government engineers were removing samples of
the materials that had burned in
the fire to determine which one
spewed the killer gases. Olivier
said the source could have been
a polyurethane foam used to
help seal structural bracing in
the tunnels.
Workers were welding a broken rail used by small trains to
transport ore when the Ore
broke out. Olivier said an acetylene gas cylinder caught fire,
and the blaze spread to the walls
covered with the polyurethane
foam.
The fumes killed all the victims, he said.
The accident occurred just
days after the Chamber of
Mines, the association of mining
companies, reported its best
safety figures ever for gold

Quitting smoking reduces stroke risks
BOSTON (AP) - Cigarette smokers are
far more likely than non-smokers to suffer
strokes, one of the nation's leading causes of
death, but they can reduce their risk significantly by giving up the habit, a new study
concludes.
Cigarettes have already been linked with
heart attacks, emphysema and cancers of
the lungs, mouth, throat, bladder and pancreas. The latest research demonstrates one
more way that smoking can kill.
Strokes are the nation's third leading
cause of death after heart attacks and
cancer. An estimated 500,000 people have
strokes each year, and 156,000 of those die.
Because of damage to the brain, however,
about 40 percent of survivors require special
services, such as physical therapy or speech
therapy.
Earlier studies also found that smokers
have an increased risk of strokes, but the
new research goes a step farther to see what
happens when they quit cigarettes.
"we have evidence that people who stop
smoking can reduce their incidence of

stroke," said Dr. Robert D. Abbott, a biostatistician at the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute in Bethesda, Md.
HIS RESEARCH, based on figures gathered by the Honolulu Heart Program, was
published in today's issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.
Over the past two decades, the death rate
from strokes has fallen by about 30 percent.
Experts have attributed this to better control of high blood pressure, which can trigger strokes. But Abbott says Americans'
success in giving up cigarettes has also
probably played a part in this reduction.
The study enrolled 3,435 cigarette smokers and 4,437 non-smokers, all men of Japanese ancestry who lived on the island of
Oahu. During 12 years of follow-up. 171
smokers and 117 non-smokers had strokes.
When the researchers took into account
differences in the men's age, blood pressure
and other characteristics, they calculated
that smokers had two to three times higher
risk of stroke than did non-smokers.
A stroke is an interruption in the flow of
blood to the brain. There are two basic

THURS:

kinds. A hemorrhagic stroke occurs when a
blood vessel bursts. A thromboembolic
stroke results from a blood clot that shuts off
the flow of blood.
THE RESEARCHERS found that both
types were more frequent among smokers.
However, hemorrhagic strokes, the more
lethal of the two, were increased more.
During the 12 years of follow-up, there
were 11 strokes for every 1,000 people
among the non-smokers. For those who
continued to smoke throughout the period,
there were three times that many, or 33
strokes for every 1,000 people. However, for
people who quit smoking by the sixth year of
follow-up, there were 23 strokes.
Abbott said he believes the stroke risk
among the reformed smokers will continue
to drop, and it eventually will approach that
of people who never smoked.
The researchers say it's unclear just how
smoking could cause strokes. They speculate that it could increase the risk of thromboembolic strokes by prompting the blood to
clot, and it might raise the risk of hemorrhagic strokes by temporarily raising
blood pressure.

"TOP BOTTOM CONTEST"
•CASH and PRIZES
•VARIOUS categories
•COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

• Runaway Train • FIX • The Tomb
• Wildcats • Down & Out in Beverly Hills
RENTAL RATES
** "SPECIALS"*
Same Day

99'

(Mu« M m Mfcx* 5pm)

Overnight
Video Recorders

'1.99
'5.99

Sun overnight
Tues overnight
ThurstoMon
Sat toMon

99"
2 for 1
'3.49
'2.98

FBI:

MOST PHYSCAL FEMALE
•CASH and PRIZES

SAT:

PAJAMA PARTY
•OPEN TILL 4 AM!!

Member and Nonmember* Rentals
'Nonmembers must show major credit cord

OFFER EXPIRES 10/1/86«

1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store
354-1401
J1"
Mon-Sat 10-10
Sun 10:30-8
f^£~»
■■■

American Express. Phillips 76. Union

niiinm

A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT

*'—*~-

Weekend Special
Thursi.,

PH., Sat.

Entire Stock of

CORDUROY
skirts, pants, jumpers,
handbags.

20%-30% oft
Assorted fall colorsCoordinate with pieces
in your wardrobe —

C^ndicotttohnson
^^^

127 S. Main

^ Family Shoes

352-6441

'Student Recreation Center^
in accordance with PROJECT FITWELL

!

presents
"FAT MONDAY"

°

• Life Room—Every Monday
Sept. 29 - Dec. 8
from 7:15 - 9:00 p.m.
f 3.00 - Body Composition Analysis
$2.00 • Health Risk Appraisal
(Both done on walk-in basis)
Health Risk Appraisals will also bo offered:
Tuesdays 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Wednesdays 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Hoalth Risk Appraisal
Interpretations will be:
Mondays 4:00 p.m.
Thursdays 12:00 p.m.

ZJne f-^owder [ uff
525 RJr Si.

for morw Inhumation call Dr. Bo wart al 373-7493

[■
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Hungarian man Feds net 15 porn indictments
plans careful
escape to U.S.
He had to come alone because
authorities "realize that if the
whole family comes, they
might not go back," Kovach
said.
SZABO WAS not sure his
wife would want to come to
the United States, but when
he returned, he found his wife
eager to leave her homeland.
Kovach and Szabo worked
up a code while Kovach was
here. When Szabo wrote and
said his wife wanted to become better acquainted with
her relatives, Kovach knew
that Szabo wanted him to line
up a job for him.
He wrote back asking Szabo
to buy a coffee grinder, which
meant everything was ready
in the United States for Szabo's arrival.
The job eventually fell
through, but the escape plan
didn't.
In December, Szabo and his
family, including children
aged 9 and 2, left Budapest on
the pretense of taking a short
trip to Vienna. They left with
only three suitcases to make
the trip believable to police.
They spent nine months in
an Austrian refugee camp
before arriving last week.

DAYTON (AP) - It took a
secret code, careful planning
and nine months in a refugee
camp for a Hungarian man
and his family to be united
with a cousin here.
But Tamas Szabo and his
family also left a large part of
their lives behind to be with a
cousin, Cornel Kovach, in
suburban Dayton.
"They left with just their
suitcases. They had to if they
were not going to give it
(their escape) away," Kovach said this week.
He said he first met Szabo
in 1984 on a visit to Budapest,
Hungary. Kovach said Szabo
told him that Hungarians
were taught that Americans
were selfish people who allowed millions to live on the
streets, ignoring their problems.
"Somehow, they had gotten
a picture of a bum on Skid
Row in New York and said all
Americans were living like
that and that people here did
not care," Kovach said.
That changed after Kovach
and his wife bought an airplane ticket for Szabo and
brought him here for a visit.
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CLEVELAND (AP)-The
U.S. Postal Service and the Justice Department set up three
phony companies, including an
overseas child pornography
business, in a five-month investigation of child pornography in
northeast Ohio, court records
said.
The sting led to the indictments of IS men on Aug. 13. The
postal inspector who devised the
scheme said it was the first of its
kind.
"I'm sure law enforcement
agencies generally - not just
ours-will be watching the
cases as they go through the
courts," Cleveland District
Postal Inspector Paul Hartman
said this week.
Details of the government's
case against Timothy D. Ernerick, 35, Akron, and David
Wayne Shafer, 34, Cleveland,
were revealed in papers filed by
the U.S. Attorney's Office in
VS. District Court in Cleveland.
The indictments of
Emerick^hafer and the 13 oth-

MHfXCHANC/;

"I'm sure law enforcement agencies. . . will
be watching the cases as they go through the
courts."

-Postal Inspector Paul Hartman
era were the largest round of
federal indictments in the country under the Child Protection
Act of 1984, federal prosecutors
said at the time.
THE MEN were arrested after ordering pornographic videocassettes from one of the
phony firms, the government
says.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Richard G. Lillie would not comment
on the investigation. But he said
he doesn't think defense
attorsuccessfully argue entrapment-that is, that authorities
tricked or led the two to commit
the crime.
Court papers say the first
company, based in Cleveland,
sent out letters identifying itself
as a research organization doing

a consumer survey.
"If you believe in the joys of
sex and the complete awareness
of those lusty and youthful lads
and lasses ... we would like to
hear from you," the letter said.
Another letter said the company
was doing research for an organization interested in uniting
"people of the same persuasion"
and selling a line of products.
Another phony organization,
purporting to be a legislative
action group, then sent letters
claiming it was lobbying to
"protect and promote sexual
freedom and freedom of
choice." It said the group was
lobbying the General Assembly
to eliminate the age of consent
and all sexual laws with the
exception of those regarding violent acts. A subsequent letter

offered both men a free personal
ad in a newsletter.
THE THIRD bogus firm was a
distributor of pornography
whose address was given as a
post office box in the Virgin
Islands. The company mailed a
flyer to the men listing prices
and descriptions of adult
X-rated films and offering a
catalog of child pornography.
The catalog was mailed to the
men, the court records say.
Copies of order forms for the
videocassettes with the twomen's signatures and copies of
$50 money orders signed by the
two men are included in papers
filed by the government.
The government says a child
pornography videocassette was
delivered by mail to Emerick
June 17 this year, and to Shafer
one day later. Both men were
arrested by postal inspectors
who watched the deliveries.
Shafer's attorney, Leo Collins,
declined comment. Emerick's
attorney, Carmen Roberto, was
out of town until Monday.
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WANTS YOU!

• Fitness Assessment (Treadmill Exam)
• % Body Fat (Computerized)
• Health Risk Appraisal (Computerized)
• Cholesterol Analysis
• Exercise Tips
Minimal Fee - Sign-ups are Sept. 8—Sept. 19
For more information call 372-271-1 or 372-7485

A WHALE of o SALE*

UAO offers great opportunities to people who
want to get involved in campus activities.

on 91ft items aT the LITTLE SHOP

If you are interested in bringing public speakers to campus (our
News, Views & Lectures committee) or in organizing Non-Credit
night classes (our Mini-Courses committee) come to the UAO
Office, 3rd floor, University Union and talk to us.

• JOIN TODAY! *

Little Caesais Pizza
Pay for one. Take home two.
|1 WUMiU COUPON H

TWO MEDIUM
PIZZAS
with your choice of
2 toppings

$■795
Offer

7

I coupon M

.mum

ClMlfl O* coupon

Expires 9/24/86

I
i——

lopping* Include (xpfMronj. mm. Moon, ground DMI.
Italian sausaoa, muahrooma, graan paopanj. onion*
Hoi pappan and •ncnovlaa upon raouaal
[ W.LUMLE COUPON I

VkLUABU COUPON

I TWO LARGE
PIZZAS
I

I
I

I

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

Offer
Expires 9/24/86

VMS ••» ooupon at
panWpaangLmM
Claw Ona coupon

fcppmo* mowda paopafoni. hani fiaoon, aiound baa*
Italian sauaaga. muahrooma. graan papparv. onion*
Mot papoan and ancflortM upon raquaat
(NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELETIONS)
■ WUMIU COUPON

I
I
I

—I

Bring this Coupon Worth
a0% o-ff one qift item to the.
Little Shop- Union
8:00-*M5
Stpt. II-11 (Tfcws.Fri.) Only!

112 Mercer St. Bowling Green. Ohio 354-6500

OPEN 11:00 Q.m. DAILY FOR LUNCH
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25 U.N.-based
Soviets ousted

Official defends Davis-Besse

before a formal response is
made.
While the administration
has promised retaliation in
the Daniloff case, Kalb was
categorical in stating that the
expulsion order "is not related" to that issue.
Secretary of State George
Shultz had said Tuesday night
that the United States has a
"plan of action" for dealing
with the Daniloff case but
declined to give details. He
said the issue has "put a
cloud" over Soviet-American
relations.
Last March, the Reagan
administration announced
that the Soviets would be required to reduce their U.N.
staff by from 275 to 170 over a
two-year period in increments of roughly 25 every six
months.
The Soviet delegation is
more than twice the size of
the next largest delegation.
OF THE 105 to be sent
home, a small number would
be attached to the staffs of
two Soviet republics, Ukrainia and Byelorussia, both of
which have U.N. seats. All 25
affected by yesterday's announcement, however, represent Moscow's delegation.
But Kalb refused to say
whether any had engaged in
spying.
The Soviets have 243 diplomats attached to the U.N.
while the two Soviet republics
have a combined total of 32.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration yesterday ordered the expulsion
of 25 U.N.-based Soviet diplomats, but said the action was
unrelated to the spy charges
Moscow has filed against
American Journalist Nicholas
Daniloff.
State Department spokesman Bernard Kalb said the
expulsion was a follow-up to a
U.S. decision announced six
months ago, to force cutbacks
in the Soviets' U.N. presence.
The administration has maintained that the Soviet staff at
the U.N. is disproportionately
large and engages in spy activities.
For its part, the Soviets
have insisted that the required reductions violate the
obligations the United States
has undertaken as host country for the U.N.
The names of the personnel
affected by the order were
turned over to Soviet officials
by the U.S. ambassador to the
U.N., Vemon Walters. The 25
were given until Oct. 1 to
leave the country.
The Soviet U.N. Mission
immediately signaled that it
will resist the order.
"I THINK there will be a
protest," Valentin Karymov,
a senior counselor at the Soviet mission, told a reporter
by telephone. The diplomat,
l.owever, said the U.S. note
would be studied by Moscow

OAK HARBOR, Ohio (AP) The worst possible nuclear accident at the Davis-Besse nuclear
power plant would expose the
Iiublic to little radiation, a Toedo Edison official said yesterday.
Joe Williams Jr., senior vice
president-nuclear, said the
worst accident at the utility's
power plant about 25 miles east
of Toledo would release a level
of radiation equal to the amount
that government standards say
nuclear plant workers can
safely be exposed to in a year.
In the worst scenario, 200 mil-

PARIS (AP)-Terrorists
struck the French capital yesterday for the fifth tune in 10
days, demolishing a clothing
store with a bomb thrown from a
car. Five people were killed and
58 injured, authorities said.
Three people were killed and
more than 100 injured in the
previous bombings, which
prompted the government to
adopt tough anti-terrorist measures. Two groups seeking to
free three imprisoned Middle
Easterners have issued conflicting claims of responsibility for
those attacks.

To Put
Caring
into
Action

kinkcs

HOURS Great copteiGreat people

7:30-10:00
7:30-6:00
9:00-6:00
12:00-8:00

354-3977
113 RAILROAD ST.
[Behind Dexter"s)

One woman passer-by was
blown apart by yesterday's blast
in central Paris, and a witness
said another victim was lifted
several yards into the air. "It is
an incredible sight, many
women, children, blood everywhere," said a witness who refused to give his name.
The bomb was tossed from a
black BMW carrying two mustachioed men, one of whom rolled
down the window and tossed the
bomb at the Tati clothing and
textile store in the Montparnasse district, said Laurent Davenas, an assistant state
prosecutor.
WINDOWS WERE blown out
at several businesses. The sidewalk in front of the Tati store
was covered with glass, debris
and bleeding victims, many crying out for help. Police cleared a
plaza, the Place du 18 Juin, and
used it as a helicopter landing
AATI • AMI* AATI

Annette

Tlie two-page statement, delivered yesterday to the independent newspaper An-Nahar,
said, "We shall meet soon in
your great states. We shall get
acquainted with great states,
your cities, your skyscrapers,
your Statue of Liberty."
French police said yesterday
that Abdallah's brother, Robert,
was a prime suspect in the cafeteria bombing, and 200,000 posters were being distributed with
his picture and that of another
brother, Maurice. Authorities
offered a reward of one million
francs - $150,000 - for information leading to their arrest.
THE TWO brothers convened
a news conference in the northern Lebanese city of Tripoli,
denying Involvement in the
bombings and saying they had
not been in France in two years.
Their statement was made just
before yesterday's attack.
Georges, the suspected leader
of a group called the Lebanese
Armed Revolutionary Factions,
la serving a four-year prison
term for possession of arms and
false papers.

applications
now available in the UAO office
3rdfloor, University Union

* Haircutting * Cellophaning * Permanent Waves
' Semi-permanent
* Luminizing E^^HMO* * Permanent Haircok>ring Haircoloring

* ALL Applications are due Friday, Sept. 26 •
by 5:00 p.m.

Thurs.. Fri. & Sal.

UMOWMWWI

*€>te>*c>*0*i>*

BARGAINS GALORE

1!NS|»E PAHQAUVS

CLOSEOUT
GUYS LEE DEMINS & CORDS
95 Reg. *20-

Student Recreation Center

GALS LEVI BASICS
SUPER STRAIGHTS
501
502
505s

'24.95

7.6 K Homecoming Run

30% OFF

OUTSIDE BARGAINS

Sat. Oct. 11
8:30 a.m.
Registration Oct. 10 SRC main office
or 8:00 - 8:30 a.m. on Oct. 11

20%-70% OFF — SUPER CLEARANCE PRICES
PANTS
TOPS

SHORTS
CUIRTQ

SWEATERS
BELT
S

SKIRTS
JEANS

Vnrvl
buerxb

HATS

PURSES

Open to Alumni and Members Only!

JEMS -H- THINGS
531 Ridge, B.G.
ALL SALES FINAL

the Champ i-Elysees Avenue
and police h adquarters in central Paris.
GROUPS CALLING themselves the Committee for Solidarity with Arab and Middle East
Political Prisoners and the Partisans of Rights and Freedom
have issued conflicting claims of
responsibility for the earlier
bombings and threatened new
attacks unless Georges Ibrahim
Abdallah and two other jailed
Middle Easterners are freed.
In Beirut, an Arabic
statement signed by the Committee for Solidarity threatened
to launch attacks in the United
States.

HOMECOMING
KING AND QUEEN

with Judy, Chris, Annette, Darcy or Shelley

$4«.$12

"What I resent in all this is
impugning the integrity of the
engineers, physicists, scientists
and every executive connected
with the utility," Williams said.
"THAT IMPUGNS a vast
number of people across the
United States," he said. "If people will not come to grips with
technology, they have no right to

*&*O*O+O+O+&*&tO10+O*&*O+O*&*O%

20% OFF on one of the following

SIDEWALK SALE

^P^

Alpha Delts .. .The First and Finest-Since 1851

Ask for your Free Mini-facial and Skin analysis

' Facial
' Highlighting
* Facial Waxing 'Manicures

.AAII • AAII • AATI •

« AAII » AATI * AATI » AATI • AATI • AATI • AATI • AATI • AAII

l/'
Shelley

Darcy

<g>

Gamma Sigma chapter of Alpha Delta Pi
is to be commended for all of the hard
work and enthusiasm it took to earn the
following awards at the 1986 National
Convention in Georgia:
• Diamond 4-Point
• Most Improved Chapter
• Pledge Education Communication
■k Pledge Education Improvement
• A-1 Treasurer
Keep up the Good Work Ladies!

National UN1CEF Day
Halloween, October 31

Hair, Skin and Nail Designers
181 South Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-4101
352-4143

pad to evacuate those with the
gravest injuries.
A spokesman for the public
hospital authority said 19 of
those injured in the 5:25 p.m.
bombing were in serious condition.
"The most seriously wounded
were treated on the sidewalk in
front of Tati." said one witness.
"I saw people dying."
"It was horrible," said another witness. "A young woman,
her legs cut. had half of her face
torn on. All you could see was
bleeding bodies."
Premier Jacques Chirac
called an emergency meeting of
his top security ministers immediately after the attack.
The attack was the bloodiest
since the recent wave of bombings began Sept. 8. Earlier explosions hit a dry hall post
office, a cafeteria in suburban
La Defense, the Pub Renault on

CONGRATULATIONS LADIES!

The Arrangement

Chris

saying they would "save the
government and the rest of the
public... a lot of money" if they
studied the company's voluminous reports on emergency
planning.

Five killed in latest blast despite anti-terrorist measures by officials

u lit n van nerd copies quickb and ha>slt In t \rr us jl
kinkn v Our wlf-semcr copirr* are »cr\ **as\ in UM* and ui»r
\ou the ureal qualih. inexpensive copies wiu exped

M-Tr
Fri
Sat
Sun

He said 200 million curies "is a
lot of radiation. That'll fry you."
Fifty rems of radiation may
cause radiation sickness, and
250 rems could cause death.
WILLIAMS TOLD reporters
at a briefing on the plant's emer-

gency evacuation plans that 200
million curies could not be released into the air because of the
plant's safety features.
Gov. Richard Celeste said in
August he was withdrawing his
support for Davis-Besse and the
Perry nuclear power plant near
Cleveland until their evacuation
plans are reviewed by a state
panel. Celeste, who is running
tor re-election against former
Republican Gov. James A.
Rhodes, established a threemember commission to study
the emergency plans.
Williams blasted critics of the
plant and the evacuation plans,

Terrorist bomb strikes Paris again

i ADay

USER FRIENDLY

lion curies of radiation would be
released into the containment
building, and less than 0.5 percent of that, or five rems, would
be released into the air over 24
hours, Williams said. A curie is
a measure of an amount of radiation and a rem a measurement of the effect of
radiation on the body.

352 8333
THURS.

FRI.

SAT.
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Petzker cleaning up as sweeper Tennis coach
vacates post

by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

After missing almost the entire soccer season last year with
a severely bruised left shin, Joe
Petzker entered the 1986 season
with only one person to prove
himself to - himself.
With his performance in last
weekend's Toledo Trust/BGSU
Soccer Cup, there should be
little doubt in the Bowling Green
sweeper's mind... or any one
else's mind.
Joe Petzker is back.
"Joey has been a real plus for
us this year," Falcons' head
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"We had to live without him for
a year and it's great to have him
back."
The red-shirt freshman not
only helped the Falcons (44-1)
win the four-team tourney, but
be was also a major factor in
registering two more shutouts
for BG. It was the booters fourth
consecutive match without allowing a goal.
For his efforts, Petzker was
named to the all-tourney team
along with earning the Soccer
Cup's Most Valuable Defensive
Player award. He was also a
member of the all-tourney squad
at the Budweiser Holiday Classic in Akron this year.
While these are the first collegiate honors Petzker has re

"... if I had to play another
position, I don't know if I'd play
soccer anymore. At sweeper, I
don't have to do any running. All
I have to do is talk and yell."
- Joe Petzker

exposed to a lot of people in
soccer who are very well-respected."
Petzker was recruited by
many of the top college soccer
programs including: Duke,
American, Connecticut, Columbia, and North Carolina.
The consensus, however, was
Petzker would attend Akron because he grew up just minutes
away from the campus.
Palmisano tried his luck anyway and scheduled a visit to the
Petzker household.
"I DECIDED to give it a try
and it ended up being quite a
visit," Palmisano said. "I arrived at 7:00 and ended up staying until midnight.
"It was just one of those
things. Joey's Mom and Dad are
very special people. If you had
to pick parents, you'd pick his."
That's the way Petzker felt
about coaches. Therefore, he
chose Palmisano and BG.
"Palmo was the one coach I
felt was more straight forward

ceived, he is no stranger to success. In fact, when Joe Petzker's
soccer days are over, his name
might be listed in Roget's College Thesaurus as a synonym
for the word success.
PETZKER's SOCCER credentials were nothing less than impressive when he attended
Akron/Walsh Jesuit High
School. The business major
played on a state championship
team, while earning both state
and national awards.
The ultimate honor bestowed
upon Petzker was being named
to the Parade All-American
team.
According to Petzker, success
hasn't spoiled him. He said all
the awards have been put into
perspective.
"I didn't let it affect me,"
Petzker said. "A lot of it (receiving recognition in high school) is
who you know and who knows
you.
"Although I feel I deserved
the awards somewhat, I was

'Fumble-itis plaguing BG
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

It might not be the cold and flu
season yet, but Bowling Green's
offense has caught another
dreaded virus - 'fumble-itis'.
Last season, the Falcons fumbled just five times. In two
games this year, BG has
coughed up the ball seven times.
Senior tailback Jeff Davis has
been the chief humbler with four
fumbles.
Head coach Moe Ankney said
he is trying to be patient with
Davis and the rest of the backfield.
"In the old days under Doyt
Perry, the first time you fumbled, you wouldn't play again,"
Ankney said. "I'm not sure
that's the right way to do it or
not. All running backs fumble. If
I benched someone after a fumble, I wouldn't have anybody
left.

Oliver said that as bad as he
and Ankney feel about a fumble,
the player takes it even harder.
"The person who is most unhappy is the guy who fumbled,"
he said. "The kid is trying to
give a superior effort and then
comes up with a negative aspect. Nobody wants to fumble.
He just has to get his concentration back and be ready for the
next opportunity."
Despite the recent 'fumbleitis' outbreak, Ankney said he
isn't planning to make any
changes in the starting backf ield
against Central Michigan Saturday.
D See Fumbles, page 12.

"I'm not going to destroy a kid
if he fumbles," ne said. "But we
are hoping to correct the problem."
Running back coach Reggie
Oliver said he thinks the backfield wants him to lose his job.
"I'm not happy at all. The
running backs are trying to get
me fired," he said. "We've had
more fumbles in two games than
we've had in the last two years."
In the first game against Ohio
University, Davis fumbled three
times, but gained 149 yards.
Against the University of Minnesota, Davis fumbled at the goal
line, squelching a Falcon score.
"It's a two-fold situation," Oliver said. "He rushed for 149
yards and fumbled the ball
against OU. We won so we can
live with it. Jeff knows he could
have had well over 200 yards
against OU if he didn't fumble.
But against a team like Minnesota, you can't have mistakes."

and I could talk to," Petzker
said. "He didn't come across
like he was thinking he was
God."
Petzker saw playing time immediately last year, but in the
third game of the season he
reinsured his left shin which he
initially hurt in the summer. The
decision was to red-shirt
Petzker.
"Motivationally, it was real
difficult," Petzker said. "We
weren't having a good season
(BG finished 4-11-4) and I wasn't
playing. I wasn't into it at all."
With a clean bill of health,
Petzker provides the sweeper
the Falcons have been looking
for. With him, BG has swept
away numerous offensive attacks.
"The sweeper is like a free
safety in football," Palmisano
said. "He is the last defender
before the goalie and he is in
control of the defense."
PETZKER SAID sweeper is
the ideal position for him.
"To be honest, if I had to play
another position, I don't know if
I'd play soccer anymore,"
Petzker said. "At sweeper, I
don't have to do any running. All
I have to do is talk and yell.
"Our three backs (Chris
Haines, Brian Cook, and John
Felton) and our goalie (Mickey
Loescher) dictate my job. They
a See Petzker, page 12.

The Bowling Green women's tennis team is without a
coach.
June Stack, who had
coached the team the past
three seasons, resigned Monday for personal reasons.
Stack had been in conference with members of the
athletic department several
times in the last couple
weeks, including Athletic Director Jack Gregory. Gregory said none of the
discussions involved Stack's
contract or her performance.
"If we were going to fire a
coach based on performance,
we would do It at the end of
the season," Gregory said.
"If we didn't do it then, it
would have been done at the
end of the contract period.
That was the end of July."
Stack was unavailable for
comment.
Stack's status was that of a
part-time coach. A part-time
coach has limited responibilities to the University, Gregory said.
In 1985, Stack, 48, was the
Mid-American Conference
co-coach of the year after
leading her injury-plagued

team to a sixth place finish in
the MAC tournament.
In 1955, Stack won the first
national collegiate
championship while playing
at Eastern Michigan University. She won another after
transferring to UCLA.
At one time Stack was
ranked first in the women's
indoor national ratings. She
remained in the top-10 for 12
years. She won eight national
titles and has represented the
United States all over the
world.
Stack also worked in publicity for the Women's Virginia
Sums tour. She was named
Tennis Director for the city of
Toledo last year.
She helped organize the
Spring College Challenge at
livers Tennis Resort in Del
Ray. Fla. BG has taken part
in the event the last three
years.
Last season, Stack coached
another injury-riddled squad
to a 1-19 season with an 0-7
mark in the MAC. Her career
winning percentage was .333.
Gregory said a new head
coach will be named during
the winter months before the
team's full spring schedule.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Girps. The caduceus on the left
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RO
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Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year

Furniihed efficiency

Efficiency

$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat,
shared electric

$200 / mo.
Landlord pays gas,
shared electric

Two Mm. furniihed
$270.00
plus gas & electric

presents

"Your Root To Fame And Fortune"
Guest Speaker:
Dr. John Scott
Director
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
TONIGHT
7 p.m.
State Room (3rd floor University Union)
Refreshments Served

Ho^jpis
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2ND ANNUAL CHARITY
POKER RUN
(4TH TIME AROUND)
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Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric
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All residents have the privilege of using
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at
8* and High St.

352-1195
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Golf team places second
by Dennis Cisco
sports reporter

In almost all "ports, the better
the conditions, the better the
players' performance. And golf
is no ezeption.
However, the Bowling Green
women's golf team discovered
the weather doesn't have to be
perfect for them to be successTbe Falcons placed second in
the five-team Ferris State Invitational at Big Rapids, Mich,
last weekend. Although heavy
rains made the course muddy
and temperatures not exactly
summer-like, BG put together
two solid rounds.

Michigan State won the meet
by posting a 621 score, while BG
followed with a team total 641.
Michigan took third place with a
663 and host Ferris State finished fourth at 674. Illinois State
ended up fifth with a 676.
"We had been working hard
for a couple of weeks and it
showed," Falcons' coach Greg
Nye said. "Michigan State is a
Sood team, but we came out of
le woodwork at them."
BG came out hitting the ball
well as they put together a 316
first round score, trailing Michigan State by only two strokes the
first day.
But the winners fired a second-day total of 307 and outdis-

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

• "JAZZ CAFE" •
FRIDAY SEPT 19-8 OOP Ml OOAM
al me ICE ARENA LOUNGE
Sponsored by the Graduate Student
SenateSZ 00 DONATION REQUESTED AT
THE DOOR
•"SEE YOU THERE-"
AD AGENCY TOUR
Those waiting Lauerer. Marlon. Gioos inmMeumee today meet al the 2nd floor BA
Lounge (In professional dress il possible) at
1° 15 PM Those who can drive w* be given
maps then Sponsored by the BGSU Advertising OuD
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL AND
TRIPLE MAJORS" Final day 10 apply for Spring.
1987 MEP Thursday. September 18 Application forma are available in Room 529 Ed Bug
DONT FORGET"
BG News meeting for volunteers writers and
plolograpfiers-every Sunday. 8 pm . 210
West Hall For further information call
3722803
Bowling Green 5 & 10K Road Race Sunday.
Sept 21 9 00 a m BG City Par* Entry Wanks
at local banks
ft you own an Apple II. II- lie. or He you should
be at The Users of The Apple II Series Meeting
Thurs . Sepl 18 m the Off-Campus Commuter
Center w the basement of Moseley al 7 p m
Cal 353-7901 tor more mto
L AGA
'he Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets every
Thursday. 8 30 p m w the Reeglous Ed Room
al Si Thomas More This week's meeting win
be about pubac ipeafurig techniques AH supports? persons are nvited Bring a friend1
NOTICE" MEP PRE REGISTRATION
MEETING!' Al elementary ed majors and
elementary ed -special ed dual and triple ma
jors who applied lor Spwg 1987 MEP are ex
peeled 10 attend the meeting. Wednesday
September 24 6 30-8 00 pm. 112 Lite
Science BUg BE THERE"

Attention Special Ed. Major.
Come see whet S C E C has m store for you'
First meeting is Sepl 21 at 8 00 in 408 Education

AMA Membership Drive
Sign-up thru Sept 26
9 30 to 4 00 In the BA Lobby

CLUB SAILING -ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Thursday. Sepl 18. 9 00 p m . BA 118 Open
to anyone interested In sailing No experience
necessary For more information call Dave al
353 2442 or Kan at 372-4369

ATTENTION EVERYONE1
PUT YOUR PRIDE ON PARADE'
ENTER A FLOAT IN THIS
YEARS HOMECOMING PARADE
DEADLINE FOR ENTRY FORMS
IS FRIDAY. SEPT 19. UAO OFFICE

PIE LAW SOCIETY
Meeting 7 30 p m m Stale Room of the Union
Al majors welcome Questions contact Korey
Kerscher 3530127

LOST & FOUND

Student Personnel Association
Organizational Meeeting
7 30 Tonight
Rm 103 Business Administration

Gray Esprit lean jackal loal Monday. Sept 8 at
400 Mosek-y Please call 3C2 504?

Dennis Nol
rm hoUng your teddy BEAR lor ransom Haa
ROPED and Bad by Cowboys Cal lor negonatlona'

LOST A GOLD RING WITH BLACK ONYX
STONE. IN 1ST FLOOR MEN S ROOM.
SOUTH HALL, REWARD CALL 372-2823
Loal Black and grey cat. Vicinity of 5th Street
Friendly Please call 354 8508

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teal, objective information By appointmenl or wefk-in
Cal now 354-HOPE
Ruthres Sewing Alterations a hemming New
skits & dresses Letters sewn on Garments
muslDedean 352-7266

Abortion
Caring and Confidential
Center lor Choice
Toledo
419255-7789

Slop in for lasagne from 11 -9 and it's only
2 00 Every Thursday at Poeeyee. 440 E
Court, 352-9638
Ale« haa a girlfriend

The Flower Basket
A country flower 4 gifl shop just for you' 166 S.
Main Downtown 352-6395
To our Phi Pal Coachee
MIKE. TADO AND NEAL
Thanks tor your hard work and sprit at the
bathtub race
Love, al the Alpha Xi Delta's
To the person who stole my Escort Radar on
4th and Elm Friday night I have a witness who
saw you Either return It no questions asked or If
I find your name flrat I'l prosecute1 OCMB No
5612 Phone 352-2597 -CJ
•"MMH THETA CHI'"
•••RUSH THETA Cm"'
•••HUSH THETA CMT"

"FALLFEST"
SATURDAY. SEPT. 20
IN COLLEGE PARK
NOON-6 P.M.
FOOD'FUN'QAMES
'1 LIVE SANDS'
•"FREE"'

Engeeh Darts S Darts
Sign Up lor Dart League
Purcers Bike Shop. 352-6264

ALPHA XI DELTA PLEDGES GET PSYCHED
FOR YOUR FIRST DATE PARTY-XI COUNTRY
CRAZE!
GET READY ALPHA XI'S AND DATES
only 2 more days'
AMA Hawaiian Happy Hours!!!
Sept 28 Irom 5 00 to 8 30 al Uptown Free tor
al members Be there
AMY MOLMAN
Had a greet time lesl weekend We I have loco
f again You're the greatest Kappa pledge'
Love. Ataon

Alpha Gamma Delia Bathtub Racers wish lo
thank thee Phi Pai coaches for al the encouragement Sorry we lei you down, but we
had tun anyway

kinko'j

HOURS Great copses. Great people
M-Tr 7:30-10:00
354-3977
Fri 7:30-6:00
RAILROAD ST

7 .

Oxter's)

■netrxienanoed band of adventurers seek an experienced DM lor an ongoing campaign starting
at first level Send a letter containing qualftcaHona. campaign Idaaa. and personal interests
10 T AS . OCMBNo 3783
Jana BANANA Ray
Happy B-Oey to a ww Woman' Love. The
Ladles ol Apt 64 (M. At. A2. PI PS May one
ol us borrow your rhineetones in January?
KEITH EVERISS.
Happy Thursday1 IWYPP The past 9 months
have been the greatest and I'm aura there wi
be lota more to look forward to Only a month hi
KD Orange Knjeh (Keep your ideaa about the
shirt to yourself) HI Pooka' Love. Beth Ann
KELLY FLASCK
Happy Bvthday to a spec* Alpha XI. whose
been the beat to ma Thanks tor the wonderful
times we've shared You've always been there
and always cared I love you Kety and want you
to know you'l have my friendship wherever you
gol HAPPY BtRTHOAYi XI Love and Mara.
Tereea
KM WHITE
Oeaned congratulations on your Kappa Delta ■
Kappa Sigma pinning to MM In St Louie Love.
your KD sisters
Mickey Mouse la coming to campua looking lor
helpers for the Spring Semester He wfl give a
mandatory general meeting Tuesday nrte
September 23, 1986 at 7.00 PM In Room 111
of South Hal interviews wi be on Wednesday
al day In the Co-op Office rt you have any
ajjeaHune. please cat the Co-op Office al
372-2451 Don! miss »|i
PHI DELTS
WE "JUST CANT WATT!"...
THE CHKJS
Reduced pitcher prices from 5-1 every Thursday al POLLYEYES. 440 E Court. 3529638

Let STiticklANci frame
your prints, posters

SAVE, SAVE, SAVE
on aluminum frames
12xl6-$6.80
22x28-$ 9.00
16x20-$7.60
24x36-$10.00
one stop service - quality & savings
glass, matboards, mats, foamcore
STTiicklANd
125 E. Oak
FRAMEoSHop
Bowling Green

ATTENTION ROOOERS SUMMER RESIDENTS
TODAY. THURS SEPT 18 THERE WILL BE A
REUNION FOR ALL 3RD FLOOR WEST
WINGERS MEET AT POLLEYES AT 7:00
PSYCH" YOUR FAVORITE R A SIACV
ATTENTION MARTY LEWIS:
WHEN YOU HEAR THE CHANT OF THE FIJI
TRUE, DO NOT RUN, DO NOT HIDE! FOR IT IS
US IN MASS THIS THURSDAY NIOHT. TO
DELIVER WITH CLASS OUR ISLE INVITESI

SCOTT
HEY PHI TAUS
The KDa are ready to "cook" with you on Friuayt
LISA ALLISON, TOW MEYER. KELLY MIDDAUOH AND OAYLE STRNARD:
You dU wonderful In the bathtub race! Thanks
so much' Love, the Alpha Xi's
PARCEL PICK-UP UPS OH FEDERAL EXPRESS MONOAY THRU SATURDAY A TO Z
OATA. 148 S. MAM, 352-5042
PI PM
Oat ptyched Irx
Ihe KKO-ZST Olympiad
Good Luck Irom your coachee
Molly iRIck
Pftee Pikes Ptaae MM Pltee
The Blast la Beck!
Pikes Pike. Pftee Pike. Pike.
RU01Y JERSEY EXTRAVAGANZA
Al SUea. Al Colors
$25 each, t-6 pm. Sat. Coesge Park
el CM Omega, The brothers ol
i a contract out on youl
THtTT A CM Fraternity Rush
334 N. Main St two blocks
North of Uptown

HAIR
REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

$6

The Undergraduale Alumni Assooshon » taking
the campua by elormi Jump on the bandwagon'
Ktokofl meeting Mon Sept 22, 7 p m . MUetl
AJumnl Canter

uio
YOUR VOTE COUNTS!
VOTE
TOOAY IN THE UNION 9:00-5:00
LIBRARY 6:00-10:00
FOB DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
Vote Today
FOR DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
WHAT 00 YOU GET WHEN YOU HAVE A
GAMMA PHI CUT YOUR HAaV
An evening of Hop-Skip-And-Qo-Nakad: trouble
al the tea. a less than successful hme of having
fun at the bath tub race: fifty doasrs spent on
lousy melon bale, a room ful of peanuts, people, and captain crunch, swapping ol sweat
shirts, a bus ful of flying cups, beer drenched
people In trees: under cannons in intersections; Rocky-T and dan you'l never gel our
cow, met aak Doug-he noses -A GREAT TIME
YOUR SKI EP BOXING PARTNERS
P.S. rony-who al the rudest person you know?

(■0
shampoo)

expires 9/25/86

COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE tlO)
TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00
352-2566
SAT
9:304:00
118 S. ENTERPRISE
WHEN ALL YOU NEED IS THEPEHFECTCUT

"We can't go into a game and
expect fumbles," Oliver said.
"We just can't have it."

IMMEDIATE PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLEOur company a soaking several
part-tana employees to perform unekieed light
production work Flexible hours around claaa
schedules can be arranged The rate of wage la
$3 50 par hour ft interested cal the company
office at 354-2644 Advanced Specialty Pro
duct*, Inc , 428 Clough St. Bowing Green. OH
43402
inactive RN'a and LPN'a Are you ready to step
bock into nursing? Start over In a caring environment Wood County Nursing Home needs a ful
time LPN and a part-time RN Cal 353-8411
between 8-4 30
Market Research
Several part-time telephone Interviewing poatIJona available now Day. evening 1 weekend
noun Good spatang a pleasant phone voice
necessary No seeing Opportunities for advancement a pay increases in s comfortable,
personable work environment Apply in parson
between 8 am 4pm at
NFO Research. Inc.
2700 Oregon Rd.
(Just off I75|
Northwood. OH 43619
Equal Opportunity Employer
Petition peaaar needed Ful or part time No
door lo-door tundraiemg Make up to 58-hour
For nlo cal 256-41 14

Vow vote countal
VOTE
TODAY

Skit people-entertainers Excellent experience
lor people with theatre or dance Intaraata
Outgoing personality and high energy are prereouautenuaMcationa PartBme-waakanda Apply in parson at Henry J's. 1532 S Byrne, after
7 pm Sun—Thurs.

Cosege NU Sale
Downtown 8G Stores
Thursday. September 18
6-9 PM
Downtown Bowing Green

SUNCHASE TOURS INC is currently seeking
Campua Representatives to promote Winter
and Spring Break Ski a Beach Trips Earn
urarniled ccmrnfaaiona and FREE trips Cal tol
free TOOAY for an application packet
1 800 321-5911

■Whet's a doo-dah?"
Jual about anything you'd Ike it to be. but lor
the 1986 Homecoming Parade, it's you and
your friends performing the Miss America"
theme song on karoos, perfect synchronization
ol your riding lawnmower squad or your twirling
brtetcaae brigade We know what talented
students and faculty wa have hare, and we
want you to showcase your stariess lor Ihe rest
of us.
Be a part of Homecoming 1986 Perform in the
parade and have acme fun. Entry forma are due
Friday. Sept 19 in the UAO Office Doo-dah.
doo-dah

WANTED
AOT
AOT
AOT

weddings to watch me play."
Not surprisingly, Petzker's
initial interest in soccer was
prompted by his father. But
unlike most kids, he had a master plan.
"I was in the third grade, and
I figured if I played soccer, I had
Dad in the palm of my hand and
could get anything I wanted," he
said.
With the rest of the 1966 season
and three more years of collegiate competition, it appears
Petzker still has his Dad, and a
great soccer future in the palm
of his hand.
Well, maybe just a great future.
"Dad still takes me out during
the off-season to work on fundamentals."

Fumbles
D Continued from page 11.
But Oliver said he doesn't know
how much longer he and Ankney
can expect to be patient with
fumbles.

•••RUSH THETA CHI-"
•••RUSH THETA CUT"
•••BUSH THETA CHI*"

Onsen Tambourine Records ta back'
We are now Black Market Records
Open thai week at 188 1 2 S Main Up

KKG-ZBT
GREEK OLYMPIAD
NOON. THIS SATURDAY COLLEGE PARK

. IT .

Saturday-BG at C Michigan
Pre-geme 11 45 KICK oft 12 16
Jen Stevenson and Gut Herrtck
AM MO WFAL * M.1 FM WBOU

Eating out ol control? You never have to overeat
again No lees, weigh-ins Mtgs BG Toi area
PUBLIC INFO NITETh 9-18. St ChjrtaaHoap
79pm Movie 1 Speakers Cal 352-3688
Transp
Avail
Donation Overeaiers
Anonymous. It works'

FUIS
We don't have lo take our clothes ot to have a
good time'D 1 K

PERSONALS

, i ,1

THE FALCONS will be on the
road next weekend at East Lansing, Mich, as they play in the
Northern Intercollegiate Invitational. The tourney draws 18
teams including some of the best
programs in the Midwest.

doo-dah. doo-dah
doo-dah. doo-dah
doo-dah. doo-dah

Greek sorority and fraternity jewelry evaMbie at
Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge Open tonlte tl
8:00 pm

(Behlnd

"I think we showed a lot of
character. We didn't play that
well at Minnesota (Minnesota
Invitational at Minneapolis-St.
Paul), but we went to Ferris
with a lot of fire," Nye said.

DONT PANIC'
It's not loo late to loin the SeeVig 1 Sales
Management Club! Sign up In Joe Chapman's
Office. 240 BA thai weak.

Executive council ol AGD wants to welcome
Petty, Brenda. Lisa and Stephanie Congratulations on your new offices We know you U do
areat

tthen lOi nrrdtiipirsquickh .mil lutnlr-lrw. *re us Jl
Rinkov Our sfl(->ervicr (iipitTN are wr\ ru>< in use and u»r
\ou (he icrrJl (jualitv inr\prnM\r enpirs \uu rxprci

Sat 9:00-6:00

Who lovea ya baby?
I do"
Even covered in peanut butter and 0122a
Love. Bubbles
Detvery haa started at POLLYEYES. 440 E
Court. 352-9638

USER FRIENDU

Sun 12:00-8:00

Attention Femetaa: I'm looking lor someone to
spend my Hme with I would eke somebody wtth
a warm heart. Ikes Sci-Fi movies, enjoys bike
ndlng. and to have lun. It you meet these
qualHeations give me a cal Jerry 2-6404

FOUND one set of GM car keys on 7th floor of
•bran/ Cal 372 4268 10 identity ask lor Jennl

LOST-Medmm sued fcght brown teddy bear
Last seen wearing a blue bathrobe a a red
scarf. Sentimental Value
Reward' Call
353-0780 or 3541051

came in next with a 164 (79*5).
Next for BG was junior Laura
Broadbent and sophomore
transfer from Ohio State Kelly
Strickland with a 166 (82*4) and
167 (86*1) respectively. Freshman Gloria Holmes, playing in
her first meet, finished with a
175 (90*5).

Sorry!!

BlUTO

CAMERA LOST SUNDAY 9 7 86 AT JEANIE
MACHINE ON S MAIN ST I ONLY REALLY
WANT THE FILM PLEASE CALL 352-0375.
NO NAME NEEDED

Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur Services in
Toledo ABO Friday night Sabbath sanncos m
BGSU Faculty lounge For information call
Bruce 3548420
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Saturday. October 4
9am - 5 30 p m
(Check in 6 30 am - 9 00 am)
University Union
Luncheon Guest Speaker
The Honorable Donna Owens
Mayor ol Toledo
REGISTER NOW
405 Studanl Services
S3 00 per person

tanced BG's hopes of capturing
the tourney. The Falcons shot
325 in the second round.
NOT ONLY was the meet
promising for BG. but it was
also a strong day tor freshman
Ingrid Lundblad. Making only
her second start, Lundblad carded a 155 (76-79) to finish in a
second place tie with Michigan
State's Lisa Moreno.
On the first playoff hole,
Lundblad saved a par to defeat
the 1986 Michigan State amateur
champion and last year's Ferris
State Invitational champion.
Faith Egli of Michigan State
was the tournament medalist
with a score of 152.
BG's Jenny Hjalmquist posted
the Falcons' next best score with
a 160 (79-81), placing her sixth
out of 30 golfers.
Captain Sandy Ensminger

Petzker
D Continued from page 11.
are the ones that have to roll up
their sleeves and run and knock
people around."
However, Petzkers' position is
a lot tougher than he makes it
sound.
"Joey is a real good student of
the game and that's what makes
him excel," Palmisano said.
"He knows where to position
himself, he handles the ball well,
and he has the uncanny ability to
be cool under pressure."
Franz Beckenbauer, a former
German standout at sweeper, is
the man Petzker considers the
greatest soccer player ever. But
it is Petzker's father who has
had the most influence on him.
"Soccer is my dad's religion,"
Petzker said. "He's missed a
few baptisms, birthdays, and

Typists! S50O weakly part time Incomei Great
for students' Information? Rush self-addressed.
stamped envelope to JP Aasociatea. PO Box
316 B Swanlon. OH 43558
Wanted 11 man or women to participate in local
weight loss program lor advertising purpoaea
Must have 26 Da or more lo bee Cal
352-6975

Detvery Personnel
Aopty 2-4 Monday-Friday
DtBenedetto's Sub-me-Quick
Musi have car
No catst

1 female non smoking roommate needed to
share apartment with 3 Cal 354-0326
Band needed to play at dance V at be able to
ptay rock and country. For more I 'ormatJon cal
Rob 372 6336
Female student to share apartment with 1
female 2 bedrooms Rant $132 -month Cal
352-3841
Male roommate needed Immediately Nonsmoker, own bedroom. $l35-month Cal
Slave. 363-2055.
PEOPLE INTERESTED IN STARTING AN
ASSASSIN'S GAME HERE ON CAMPUS JUST
LIKE IN THE MOVIE OOTCHAI IF YOU WANT
TO PLAY OR HAVE ANY fDEAS FOR THE
GAME CALL 353 3022.
Wanted-mature people interested in pteytng D A
D. DeQtnnere welcome, cal 354-1051 or
353-0780
WANTED SEMI-EXPERIENCED GUITAR
PLAYER AND SINGER FOR ROCK BAN© HOPING TO PLAY OUT BY THE END OF THE
YEAR CALL 372-6954 OH 372-5957

FOR SALE
1972 Triumph Spitfire ccrrvertlble. $1400.
353-2902
1974Porsche914 2 Oltre 1 owner Makeof
tar 362-4236 altar 4 p m
1976 Chrysler Newport Exceesnl condition
$850 or beet offer 352-7732 before 6pm
1975 HONDA CB 360
HUNS OREAT $325
CALL 372-1046
1976 Triumph TR-7 66.000 mesa 4 speed.
err, AM FM cassette deck. $1650 Evemnga $
weekends 1-678-8255
1978 Pontlac Sunbird Rune good
dable $650 Phone 357-2303

Depen-

1980 Honda Prelude sun roof. AM FM Caas
Great mileage, rune exceeent $4200. Cal
354-4008

WANTED Teachers need to replace recentlystolen Apple He system Leave message at
422-0896 (Fhdaryl

77 Okie Wagon, rune great, perfect for road
tripe, big. $300--ofter Call Jaaon al
372-1476.

Attention any psat members ol the 1985-86
University Women's Chorus ft you would kke to
eel your skirt, blouse, and-or sash please con
sact Antoinette Farnewwrth at 372-6987 I wi
help you eel your outfit at a good price'

Classic 1 968 VW scjuarebaek Good condition
$500 00 Cal 352 1238 attar 4 30

HELP WANTED

Four 14" chrome rime wati wire baskets, knockoffs. lugs a locks $176 or beat offer Cal RJ
363-7574

Experienced stable help wanted Sundays 8-6.
S3 36 per hour. Perrysburg. OH Cat John at
874-3055
Help Wanted Weftreeeea. Musi be able lo work
days, some eveninge and weekenda Apply at
me Ei<a Club Monday-Friday. 2-4 p.m.,
362-2149

ELECTRIC GUITAR. Peevy T-30
$120.00
362-5014

VW -79 Bus 9 Passenger Exceeent condition. 26 MPO Sharp! Phone 352-6081 or
3525953
RUMY JERKY EXTRAVAOAN7A
Al SUee. Al Colors
$25 each, i-e p m . Sal. Cosege Park

SEE the

BROWNS vs.
the STEELERS
NOV. 23, 1986 at
Cleveland Stadium 1:00pm
PRICE: $25.00 includes ticket (Lower
Deck Seat) & Round Trip transportation

TICKETS ON SALE SOON!
BROUGHT TO YOU by PJ]^g)

